
ABSTRACT 

LIU, YANJIN. Modeling Chloramines Formation in Turbulent Flow (Under the supervision 

of Dr. Joel J. Ducoste) 

 

A study was performed to investigate the use of Computational Fluid Dynamics 

(CFD) for the analysis of ammonia injection methods to produce chloramines. Three types of 

ammonia diffusers were simulated and tested in the present work. In this study, CFD fluid 

flow and turbulence models were combined with chloramines kinetic models to predict 

downstream spatial distribution of residual free chlorine. As part of this study, two chemical 

species transport models, single fluid model (SFM) and multi-fluid model (MFM), were 

evaluated. In addition, several turbulence models were combined with the MFM approach to 

investigate the impact of turbulent model selection on the free chlorine residual. The 

turbulence models examined in this study include the standard ε−k , RNG ε−k , and k-ω 

models. All model predictions were compared with experimental measurements of the free 

chlorine residual at different upstream and downstream locations from the ammonia injection 

point. The experimental tests include the placement of a perforated baffle to investigate the 

impact of background turbulence on the overall mixing process. A simple flow visualization 

experiment using an inert tracer was also performed to qualitatively evaluate the fluid flow 

pattern in the vicinity of the ammonia injection point. Furthermore, a sensitivity analysis was 

performed to investigate the impact of several turbulent mixing time scales (eddy-dissipation 

time scale, Kolmogorov time scale, and Corrsin time scale) on the residual free chlorine 

concentration.  



Results showed that the flow field with the standard ε−k  turbulence model and 

RNG ε−k  turbulence model reasonably matched the fluid flow pattern characterized by the 

flow visualization test. The CFD/MFM modeling approach was found to better predict the 

free chlorine spatial distribution than the CFD/SFM approach. Moreover, results showed that 

the CFD chloramines model with the standard ε−k or RNG ε−k  turbulence model was able 

to predict the downstream chloramines formation for a cone-shape diffuser and a three-bar 

diffuser. Results also showed that the CFD chloramines model with the EDT or KOLM time 

scale was able to predict the downstream chloramines formation for the cone-shape diffuser 

and the three-bar diffuser. However, the CFD chloramines model with different turbulence 

models consistently over-predicted the residual free chlorine for a T-bar diffuser. This could 

be explained by the complex turbulent structure, produced by a strong inlet jet, was not 

properly characterized using these two-equation turbulence models. The CFD/MFM 

chloramines model was found to improve the prediction of the free chlorine spatial 

distribution for the T-bar diffuser when the Corrsin time scale was used. In addition, a baffle, 

placed upstream from the injection point to reduce the strong inlet jet, was found to have 

significant impact on the mixing and chloramines formation for the T-bar diffuser mixer 

case. Overall, the CFD/MFM chloramines models of the baffle configuration better predicted 

residual free chlorine for all three diffuser configurations than the un-baffled reactor cases.   
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1. 0    BACKGROUND 

 

Many water treatment plants utilize chloramines as a secondary disinfectant where 

the free chlorine residual is difficult to maintain or where there is significant potential for the 

formation of disinfection by-products (DBPs). Chloramines (NH2Cl+NHCl2+NCl3) are 

formed by mixing residual free chlorine used in disinfection with ammonia in treatment 

plants prior to discharge into the distribution system. Researchers have developed a 

chloramines kinetic model that involves a series of reactions for the chlorination of ammonia 

for the prediction and fate of free and combined chlorine species (Jafvert and Valentine, 

1992). In this model, Jafvert and Valentine considered the effects of pH, temperature, Cl/N 

ratio, and some commonly encountered inorganics, such as bicarbonate and phosphate 

species. The chloramines kinetics model was compared against bench-scale tests and showed 

reasonable agreement with the experimental chloramines formation. Vikesland et al. (2001) 

modified the chloramines kinetic model by considering the effect of temperature on reaction 

rates and demonstrated the influence of bromide and nitrite concentrations on the decay of 

mono-chloramine. However, these kinetics models were only used to predict the transient 

formation of chloramines in a bench-scale batch reactor.  

Simple injection methods such as hydraulic jets are often employed to produce 

chloramines since the goal here is to assure that chemicals are well mixed within a certain 

downstream distance. If a good description of the turbulence in the process flow stream is 

known, then more appropriate power specifications for the mixer could be selected by design 

engineers. Accurate knowledge of the turbulent mixing environment would result in the 
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reduction of capital and operating costs associated with smaller pumps or mixing enhancing 

equipment. 

Currently, the design and performance of injection type mixers have been left to rules 

of thumb, engineering experience, or other design approaches that may not be optimal. Due 

to the potential for inconsistent or poor mixing, engineers typically over design the mixing 

process to safeguard against poor process performance. Jafvert and Valentine’s chloramines 

kinetic models cannot be used to evaluate alternative mixing strategies or the selection of 

appropriate ammonia injection locations for the formation of chloramines in real systems. 

More sophisticated models, such as computational fluid dynamics (CFD), can be used to 

investigate potential sites for enhanced mixing conditions. 

CFD is the science of determining a numerical solution for the governing equations of 

fluid flow while advancing the solution through space and time to obtain a numerical 

description of the complete flow field of interest (White, 1991). The governing equations of 

fluid dynamics represent the conservation of mass, momentum, and energy for a fluid flow 

field. CFD models of chemical mixing offer unique and promising opportunities for process 

improvements in the drinking water field. The challenge will be to find the best utilization of 

CFD models to help determine the optimal mixing strategy currently met through 

engineering experience.  

In this research, the following approach was applied to investigate the chloramines 

formation in turbulent flow using CFD:  

(1) Modeling chloramines formation in turbulent flow using a single fluid and multi-

fluid approach for simulating the chemical species transport 
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(2) Investigate the impact of turbulent mixing on chloramines formation using a 

perforated baffle to change the background reactor turbulence and three diffuser 

configurations for injecting ammonia 

(3) Investigate the impact of the turbulence model selection on the predicted 

chloramines formation 

(4) Investigate the impact of turbulent mixing time scale selection on the predicted 

chloramines formation 

 

2.0    MODELING CHLORAMINES FORMATION USING A MULTI-FLUID      

         MICROMIXING APPROACH 

 

2.1    INTRODUCTION 

The process of mixing is quite complex and is the subject of on-going research 

particularly in the area of turbulent mixing with chemical reactions. Length and time scales 

are usually used to characterize the turbulence structure and dynamics, since turbulent energy 

cascade occurs from larger energy-containing eddies to smaller eddies where turbulent 

energy is dissipated. In addition, different time scales that depend on the local energy 

dissipation rate are involved in the turbulent energy cascade process. It is generally accepted 

that turbulent mixing includes three stages: macromixing, mesomixing, and micromixing 

(Baldyga et al., 1997). Macromixing corresponds to chemical transport due to the mean 

velocity convection and is considered mixing on the scale of the reactor. Mesomixing 

corresponds to the coarse-scale turbulent exchange between the fresh feed and its 

surrounding fluid. It is considered mixing on a scale comparable to the injection or diffuser 
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nozzle diameter. Finally, micromixing is the scale of mixing that occurs within small eddies. 

It signifies the level of viscous-convective deformation prior to molecular diffusion, which is 

the controlling step for mixing sensitive chemical reactions (Baldyga and Rohani, 1987). 

Larger scale mixing such as macro- and meso-scale can be calculated using CFD code 

directly. However, a micromixing model is needed to simulate the mixing at micro-scale, 

which is smaller than the grid size.  

The rate of micromixing depends on the local rate of turbulent energy dissipation, 

which varies spatially in the flow field. The micro-scale mixing mechanism has been 

illustrated in the engulfment, deformation, and diffusion (EDD) model developed by Baldyga 

and Bourne (1999). Vorticity is distributed over eddies of various sizes during the turbulent 

energy cascade process. As the size of eddies approach 12 times the Kolmogorov length 

scale, vortices can engulf the surrounding fluids and form a lamellar structure through the 

action of vortex stretching. The thin layers inside vortex tubes are elongated and twisted 

when the liquid is incorporated into the vortex and the molecular diffusion proceeds within 

and between the layers. 

The effect of micromixing on chemical reactions has been investigated by several 

researchers. Van Leeuwen et al. (1996) showed that neglecting micromixing in the turbulent 

reaction model resulted in over-predicting the product species in a rectangular flat reactor 

with jet mixing. Bakker et al. (2001) described the turbulent mixing in an agitated vessel 

using CFD with a pair of competitive chemical reactions. Their mixing model utilized the 

minimum of turbulent mixing rate and the kinetic reaction rate as the method to compute the 

local chemical reaction rate. Bakker et al. found that this type of mixing model correctly 

predicted the blend time and concentration distribution for the product species. Marchisio 
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and Barresi (2003) used a finite-mode presumed distribution function (PDF) approach to 

simulate micromixing in a system of parallel-competitive reactions under a semi-batch 

condition. They found that neglecting micromixing leads to an underestimation of the 

segregation index, a measure of the extent of mixing, by 20 to 30 percent.  

Micromixing tends to have a direct impact on chemical reactions since they occur on 

a molecular scale. Macromixing or mesomixing may also be a controlling step in chemical 

reaction processes due to the inhomogeneity related to turbulence (Baldyga and Bourne, 

1999). Baldyga et al. (1997) suggested that mixing on various scales is important for proper 

modeling of chemical reactions. The results of the turbulent mixing and reaction models 

discussed by Baldyga et al. (2001) clearly showed the importance of including micromixing 

and mesomixing models for simulating mixing sensitive chemical reactions.   

Currently, no research has been performed that explores the power of CFD modeling 

tools with chloramines kinetic models to investigate the impact of mixing on the downstream 

formation of chloramines species. In this study, a CFD chloramines kinetics model was 

developed and compared with experimental measurement of residual chlorine. The CFD 

chloramines kinetic model was performed with a multi-fluid micromixing model (MFM) 

developed by Spalding (1997). In addition, the results of CFD/MFM approach were 

compared with the eddy break-up model (Magnussen, 1976; Hjertager et al., 2000) to 

determine the importance of the characterization of micromixing in this chemical reaction 

process. These two modeling approaches were used in the simulation of three types of 

ammonia diffusers. 
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2.2 METHODOLOGY 

 

2.2.1. Chloramines Kinetic model 

The chloramines kinetic model used in this study is shown in Table 2-1.  There are 

fourteen reactions, which describe the reactions that occur when free chlorine and ammonia 

are mixed. In order to evaluate the kinetic model rate constants, a MATLAB program was 

designed to solve the set of simultaneous differential equations of NH3+NH4
+, HOCl+OCl-, 

NH2Cl, NHCl2, NCl3, H+, and pH. A bench-scale test was performed to determine the rate 

constants for the specific lab conditions used in this study. The chloramines kinetic model 

with the appropriate rate constants was then programmed into a commercial CFD code to 

predict the spatial formation of chloramines in a flow through pilot scale reactor. A 

description of the experimental tests will be provided in a later section.  
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Table 2-1 Chloramines reaction model (Jafvert and Valentine, 1992; Vikesland et al., 2001). 

T in K (Products may include 3mole H+ per mole product) 

Reaction Stoichiometry Rate Expressions Rate Coefficients/Equilibrium 
Constants (25 oC) 

1.1  HOCl+NH3→NH2Cl+H2O k1.1[HOCl][NH3] k1.1=2.37*1012 exp(-1510/T) M-1h-1 

1.2  NH2Cl+H2O→HOCl+NH3 k1.2[NH2Cl] k1.2=6.7*1011exp(-8800/T) h-1 

1.3  HOCl+NH2Cl→NHCl2+H2O k1.3[HOCl][NH2Cl] k1.3=1.08*109 exp(-2010/T)M-1h-1 
1.4  NHCl2+H2O→HOCl+NH2Cl k1.4[NHCl2] k1.4=2.3*10-3h-1 

1.5  NH2Cl+NH2Cl→NHCl2+NH3 kd
a[NHCl]2 kd

a=kH
+[H+]+kH2CO3[H2CO3] +kHCO3-

[HCO3
-] 

kH
+=3.78*1010 exp(-2169/T)M-2h-1 

kH2CO3=2.95*1010 exp(-4026/T)M-2h-1  
kHCO3-=1.5*1035 exp(-22144/T)M-2h-1 

1.6  NHCl2+NH3→NH2Cl+NH2Cl k1.6[NHCl2][NH3][H+] k1.6=2.2*108M-2h-1 
1.7  NHCl2+H2O→I k1.7[NHCl2][OH-] k1.7=4.0*105M-1h-1 

1.8  I+NHCl2→HOCl+products k1.8[I][NHCl2] k1.8=1.0*108M-1h-1 

1.9  I+NH2Cl→products k1.9[I][NH2Cl] k1.9=3.0*107M-1h-1 
1.10  NH2Cl+NHCl2→products k1.10[NH2Cl][NHCl2] k1.10=55.0M-1h-1 

1.11 HOCl+NHCl2→NCl3+H2O k1.11[NHCl2][HOCl] k1.11=2.16*1010[CO3
2-]+3.24*108 

[OCl-]+1.18*1013[OH-] 
1.12 NHCl2+NCl3+2H2O→2HOCl 
+products 

k1.12[NHCl2][NCl3][OH-] K1.12=2.0*1014M-2h-1 

1.13 NH2Cl+NCl3+H2O→HOCl 
+products 

k1.13[NH2Cl][NCl3][OH-] K1.13=5.0*1012M-2h-1 

1.14 NHCl2+2HOCl+H2O→NO3
-

+5H+ +4Cl- 
k1.14[NHCl2][OCl-] K1.14=8.3*105M-1h-1 

E.1  HOCl→OCl-+H+  E.1 pKa=1.18*10-4(T)2- 
                7.86*10-2(T)+20.5 

E.2  NH4
+→NH3+H+          E.2 pKa=1.03*10-4(T)2- 

                9.21*10-2(T)+27.6 

E.3  H2CO3→HCO3
-+H+  E.3 pKa=1.48*10-4(T)2- 

                9.39*10-2(T)+21.2 

E.4  HCO3
-→CO3

2-+H+  E.4 pKa=1.19*10-4(T)2- 
                7.99*10-2(T)+23.6 
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2.2.2 CFD Model 

A commercial CFD code, PHOENICS, was used in this study. PHOENICS utilizes a 

finite-volume technique together with the hybrid scheme and upwind discretization method 

to numerically solve the differential equations governing fluid flow (White, 1991). The 

turbulent convective-diffusion with reaction equation was used to model the chloramines and 

other species transport through the reactor. The chloramination reaction process in a 

turbulent flow was simulated with Navier-Stokes Equation, RNG ε−k turbulence model, 

and species transport equations. 

2.2.2.1 Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes Equation   

The Conservation equations of mass and momentum are: 

0=
∂
∂

i

i

x
U

                                                                                    (2-1) 
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where µ  is molecular viscosity, iU  is mean velocity, and ijS  is stress rate tensor: 
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jiτ  is specific Reynolds-stress tensor: 

jijiij uu ′′−== ττ                                     (2-4) 
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2.2.2.2 The RNG ε−k Turbulence Model 

The RNG ε−k model was derived from a theoretical approach and contains an 

additional production term in the energy dissipation rate equation to reduce the level of 

dissipation (Yakhot and Smith, 1992). The conservation equations of turbulence kinetic 

energy and energy dissipation rate are: 
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εν µ /2kCT =                                             (2-7)  

where ik  is turbulent kinetic energy, ε  is dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy, ν  is 

kinematic molecular viscosity, Tν is kinematic eddy viscosity. Based on Boussinesq’s 

assumption, the Reynolds stress tensor can be computed as: 

y
U

Tij ∂
∂

=ντ                                              (2-8) 

The coefficient, 2εC , is computed as: 
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CC                                            (2-9) 

jiij SSk 2
ε

λ =                                                                        (2-10) 

The closure coefficients for the RNG ε−k model are: 1εC =1.42, 2
~
εC = 1.68, µC = 0.085,  

kσ = 0.72, εσ = 0.72, β = 0.012, and 0λ = 4.38. These constants were not optimized and are 

the original constants proposed by Yakhot and Smith (1992).   
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2.2.2.3 Single-fluid Species Transport Model (SFM) 

The conservation equation (transport equation) for reacting chemical species i is:  
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                                                                                                  (2-11) 

where ic  is the species concentration, D is molecular diffusivity coefficient, and ir is the 

reaction term (Hinze, 1959). In turbulent flow, the instantaneous concentration and velocity 

can be represented by an average and fluctuating value:  

'
iii cCc +=  and '

jjj uUu +=                                                                                              (2-12) 

where iC  and jU are average values and '
ic and '

ju are fluctuations. Substituting Equation 2-

12 into Equation 2-11 and performing a Reynolds averaging with some rearrangement, yields,  
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iR is the mean reaction rate and
j

i

x
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D
∂
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is resulted from molecular diffusion (micromixing). 

Analogous to Boussinesq’s assumption for the momentum transport, the correlation between 

the turbulent fluctuations of the velocity and concentration is modeled using the concept of 

concentration gradient: 
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where DT  is the turbulent diffusion coefficient and is defined as: 
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where TSc is the turbulent Schmidt number. After substitution of Equation 2-14 into 2-13, the 

general form of the Reynolds-Averaged transport equation is 
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Equation 2-16 is considered the single fluid model approach since the average concentration 

of each chemical species is uniquely defined by a scalar variable that is convected and 

diffused by turbulent motion.  

In general, the chemical kinetic reaction rate for species i is expressed in Table 2-1. In 

Equation 2-16, the chemical kinetic reaction rate iR  for species i is expressed as: 

∏=
treacj j

j
iki M

X
KMR

tan

ρ
                             (2-17) 

where iM  is the molecular weight of product species i , jX  is the mass concentration of 

reactant species j, jM  is the molecular weight of product species j, and K  is the reaction 

kinetic rate constant. The kinetic reaction rate constants are displayed in Table 2-1.  

For most chemical reactions, which take place in turbulent flow, the chemical kinetic 

rate alone can not be utilized to represent the true chemical reaction rate. Under true turbulent 

chemical reaction conditions, the turbulent mixing rate must also be included in the reaction 

process (Baldyga and Bourne, 1999). In this study, the turbulent mixing rate is based on the 

eddy-dissipation concept and was expressed as Equation 2-18 for species i (Forney and 

Nafia, 1998; Hjertager et al., 2000).  
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jν  is the stoichiometry of species j and mT  is the inverse of eddy dissipation time scale and 

can be calculated as 

k
AT mnm

ε
=                                              (2-19) 

Amn is an empirical constant that has been found to vary between 1 and 5 with a nominal 2.5 

(Shirolkar et al., 1996; Hjertager et al., 2000). In this study, Amn was set to 2.5 for all 

simulations.  

One method for calculating the overall reaction rate is based on Magnussen’s model 

(Magnussen, 1976; Bakker et al., 2001). In Magnussen’s model, the overall reaction rate term, 

iR , is defined as the minimum between the chemical kinetic reaction rate, kiR , and the 

turbulent mixing rate, miR , (Equation 2-20).  

( )mikiii RRR ,minν−=                   (2-20) 

In Equation 2-20, iν is the stoichiometry of species i, which is positive for reactants and 

negative for products. The basic idea of Magnussen’s model is that for fast reactions in 

regions of low mixing intensity, the overall reaction rate is limited by the mixing rate. On the 

other hand, the chemical kinetic rate is the limiting factor in regions of high mixing intensity. 

 

2.2.2.4 Multi-fluid Model (MFM) 

Researchers have shown that turbulent heterogeneity requires more attention than the 

above minimum reaction kinetics approach when dealing with turbulent chemical reactions 

(Baldyga and Bourne, 1999; Spalding, 2001; Marchisio and Barresi, 2003). Typically, 

researchers use micromixing models to better capture the impact of the fragmentary and 

intermittent nature of turbulence on the local chemical reactions (Baldyga and Bourne, 1999; 
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Marchisio and Barresi, 2003). In this study, a micromixing model based on the multi-fluid 

model approach (Spalding, 1997) was used to investigate the impact of micromixing on the 

formation of chloramines. MFM is based on representing the fluctuations in turbulent flow as 

different fluids to help capture this fragmentary and intermittent nature of turbulence. In 

addition, MFM also includes terms that describe the interaction among clumps that are 

simultaneously mixing and reacting (Spalding, 1997; Ortiz and Ducoste, 2004). 

There are two main factors that influence the performance of MFM. First, the fluid 

population number is used to discretize the concentration domain. Each fluid member 

represents the liquid mass fraction. The number of fluids is determined by considering the 

level of accuracy versus computational time. Second, the interaction rate is defined between 

any two fluid members in the population. MFM assumes all fluid members interact in pairs 

indiscriminately. Therefore, fluid interaction can take place between any mixed or un-mixed 

clumps and possibly lead to a more accurate species concentration distribution. The mass is 

then transferred between the two interacting fluid members (Spalding, 1997; Ortiz and 

Ducoste, 2004). The following is an example of the MFM using a five fluid discretization 

level where species A is mixed with species B as visualized in Figure 2-1.  
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(a)  t1                             (b)  t2                            (c)  t3                          (d) 

    

t1 < t2 < t3 

Figure 2-1 The mixing process of A into B: (a) Initial clumps of A,  (b) Deformation of 

clumps of A, (c) Engulfment, deformation due to vortex stretching, (d) Fluid mixture at the 

interface of pure A and pure B (schematic representation of a 5-fuild MFM). 

 

In Figure 2-1, chemical species A is not uniformly distributed in species B but rather 

forms concentrated clumps due to incomplete mesomixing. Liquid containing pure B is 

incorporated into clumps of A followed by the formation of the lamellar structures inside 

vortex tubes due to the vortex stretching action. Molecular diffusion and chemical reaction 

then occur at the interface of species A and B within the lamellar structure. In the MFM 

approach, the local fluid mixture at the interface of pure A and pure B within the lamellar 

structures is regarded as a population of individual fluids F1, F2 … F5, where Fk are the mass 

fraction of total liquid for fluid k. The local concentration distributions of chemical species A 

and B in each fluid are defined as CA1, CA2…CA5 and CB1, CB2…CB5, respectively. 

Since the liquid and reaction species are described by fluids, the variances of CA and 

CB can be used to express the turbulence inhomogeneity. F1 contains 100 percent of A (CA1) 

and zero B (CB1), which represents unmixed clumps of pure A; F2 contains 75 percent of A 
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(CA2) and 25 percent of B (CB2), which represents the part-mixed of clumps of A into part-

mixed clumps of B; F5 contains zero A (CA5) and 100 percent of B (CB5), which represents 

unmixed clumps of B. Within each liquid fraction, turbulent mixing and reaction can occur 

between any unmixed or mixed clumps of A and any unmixed or mixed clumps of B.  

The mass conservation of Fk is described as: 

1=∑
N

k
kF                       (2-21) 

where N is the fluid population number. The spatial distribution of each liquid mass fraction 

was determined using the turbulent convective diffusion equation (Equation 2-16) where C = 

Fk and the reaction term, RFk, is the net rate of generation for fluid member k. Fk is formed 

from the mass transfer caused by the interaction of individual fluid members Fi and Fj. 

Spalding and Zhubrin (2000) expressed the interaction between any two fluid members as a 

bimolecular chemical reaction. Equation 2-22 displays the interaction between individual 

fluid members using bimolecular chemical reactions for a 5-fluid population.   
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As shown in Equation 2-22, the MFM approach assumes that the process of mixing 

will persist towards an irreversible mixed state. The reaction rate constant in Equation 2-22 

was assumed to be 0.5 due to the resistance to mass transport from interacting clump-clump 
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films. Analogous to the chemical reaction rate of these second-order elementary reactions 

(Alberty and Silbey, 1997), the interaction rate, RFk, can be described as:  

jijijikFjikF TFFNR ,,,∑∑= ρ          (i < j)              (2-23) 

where   jikFN ,,  = -0.5             for k = i or k = j and j > i+1 

                         = 0.0              for ik ≤  or jk ≥ or 1+= ij  

                         = 1/(j-i-1)      for all other values of i, j and k 

NFk,i,j represents the mass fraction of fluid members i and j transferred into k when i and j 

interact. Ti,j represent the rate of interaction between fluid clumps due to the eddies in 

turbulent motion and has units of sec-1. The interaction rate between both pure species 

clumps and partial-mixed fluid clumps is proportional to the inverse of the eddy-dissipation 

time scale and was calculated using Equation (2-19). 

The local concentration distribution for species m in fluid member k (i.e., Cm,k) was 

also computed using Equation 2-16. The reaction term, kmCR , , was defined as: 

kmgenCkmmixCkmC RRR ,,,,, +=                     (2-24) 

where kmgenCR ,,  is the source due to generation or reduction of Cm,k within each individual 

fluid member. kmgenCR ,,  is defined by Equation 2-20. kmmixCR ,,  is the species reaction source 

term resulting from the interaction between individual fluid clumps and is defined as: 

∑ −=
i kmimikkmmixC CCMR )( ,,.,,                   (2-25) 

where Cm,i and Cm,k are the species concentrations in fluid i and k, respectively. Mk,i is 

considered the mass transfer rate between fluids k and i. In Equation 2-25, Spalding and 

Zhubrin (2000) defined Mk,i as the fluid i portion of the total mass transfer to fluid k during a 
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fluid i and j interaction. Consequently, Mk,i , shown in Equation 2-26,  can be defined using 

Equation 2-23 with modifications to the mass fraction coefficient, Nck,i,j, to reflect only the 

fluid i portion of the mass transfer to fluid k (Spalding and Zhubrin, 2000). 

jijijikCjii ik TFFNM ,,,, ∑∑∑ = ρ     (i < j)               (2-26) 

where Nck,i,j = 0.0              for ik ≤  or jk ≥ or 1+= ij  

                     =1/(j-i-1)      for all other values of i, j and k 

For the 5-fluid population used in this study, kmmixCR ,,  for each fluid was calculated by 

substituting Equation 2-26 into Equation 2-25 and is shown in Equation 2-27. 
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In Equation 2-27, 1,,mmixCR  and 5,,mmixCR  are equal to zero since the MFM approach 

assumes that the mixing process will persist towards an irreversible mixed state. 

Consequently, there would be no increase in mass in F1 or F5 and, therefore, no change in the 

concentration of species Cm,1 and Cm,5 due to interaction between these fluid clumps with 

other fluid clumps. The average concentration and the variance for species m in fluid k were 

calculated as: 
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∑=
N

kmkm CFC
1

,                              N = 5                                                                   (2-28) 

( )∑ −=
N

kmkmC FCCVAR
m

1

2
,           N = 5                                                        (2-29) 

The 95% percent confidence interval was calculated as: 














±=

N

VAR
CCI mC

m 96.1           N = 5                                                                              (2-30) 

Equations 2-28 and 2-30 were compared to experimental measurements that will be 

described in a later section.  

 

2.2.2.5 Numerical Solution Approach 

The following two step strategy was used to solve the turbulent flow field and 

convective-diffusion-reaction transport equations:  

1)  The Reynolds average momentum equations and the RNG ε−k  turbulence equations 

(Equations 2-1 to 2-10) with appropriate boundary conditions were solved for the given 

flow domain. 

2)  Assuming the solution in part 1 converges, the convective-diffusion reaction transport 

equations used in the single fluid and multi-fluid simulations (Equations 2-11 to 2-30) 

were solved given the flow field determined in part 1. 

This strategy of decoupling the solutions of the momentum and species transport 

equations improved PHOENICS’ ability to reach a converged solution. It is possible to solve 

all the momentum and species transport equations simultaneously. However, this coupled 

approach is not required since the scalar (i.e. the chemicals involved in Table 2-1) does not 
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affect the velocity field. Of course, the species transport does depend on the velocity field 

solution. 

The Reynolds number is greater than 20000 through the reactor for all the test 

conditions. The general log-law wall function was used in the CFD model to connect the 

surface boundary conditions with mean flow away from the wall. All the simulations were 

performed using a 3-dimensional domain Cartesian grid. At least 324,000 structured cells 

were used to cover the first two channels of the reactor in the CFD models (See Figure 2-2). 

The final mesh density was based on grid refinement to determine a grid independent 

solution. A finer mesh density (the darker regions shown in Figure 2-2) was used in regions 

near the location of the injection diffusers and near the reactor walls to capture the sharp 

gradient in velocity, turbulence, and species concentration. Convergence of the numerical 

solution was based on:  

1) The sum of the absolute residual sources over the entire solution domain must be less than 

two percent of the total inflow quantity.  

2) The values of the monitored dependent variables at several locations must not change by 

more than 0.1 percent between successive iterations.  
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(a) 

 

 

(b) 

 

 

(c) 

 

Figure 2-2 The grids of computation domain (side view of the reactor): (a) Cone diffuser, (b) 

Three-bar diffuser, (c) T-bar diffuser. 
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2.2.3 Experimental Methods 

 

2.2.3.1 Bench-scale Test 

A bench-scale test was performed to determine the chloramines kinetic model rate 

constants for the specific water quality conditions in this study (Jafvert and Valentine, 1992; 

Vikesland et al., 2001). The ammonia and free chlorine concentrations in the source water 

were measured prior to each test. The ammonia was measured using an ammonia test kit 

(CHEMetrics, K-1510) and verified with published values from the local drinking water 

treatment plant that supplied the source water. The initial quality of the source water is 

shown in Table 2-2.  

         Table 2-2 Initial quality of source water. 

Free chlorine (mg/l as Cl2) 0.12 

Total chloramines (mg/l as Cl2) 2.25 

Ammonia (mg/l as N)          0.93         

pH 8.5  

Alkalinity (mg/l as Calcium Carbonate) 32.1 

Temperature (oC) 24.0  

 

All chemicals used in the bench-scale test were reagent grade. The sodium 

hypochlorite as free chlorine and ammonia hydroxide as ammonia were rapidly mixed at an 

average characteristic velocity gradient (G) = 600 sec-1 based on the molar ratio of Cl/N 

equal to one. Concentrations of free chlorine, mono-chloramine, and di-chloramine were 

measured at three minutes time intervals using DPD Ferrous Titrimetric Standard Method 
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(Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater, 1998). When measuring 

free chlorine concentration, the thioacetamide modification was used to prevent combined 

chlorine interference. Interference from manganese bromide and iodine was also measured 

and found to be negligible. The pH was measured using Ag/AgCl pH electrode, which was 

calibrated using standard buffer solutions at pH 4 and pH 7. 

In addition, tests were performed to further calibrate the reaction rate of the 

chloramines kinetics model under various conditions of pH (7.0, 7.5, and 8.0) and Cl/N (0.5, 

1.0, 1.25, and 2.0). Concentrations of free chlorine and total chlorine were measured using 

HACH (46700-12) Chlorine Pocket Colorimeter and were compared with the results of the 

MATLAB program. 

 

2.2.3.2 Tracer Test 

Tracer tests were performed to visually evaluate the flow field produced by the CFD 

model. In the tracer test, FWT red liquid 50 dye was injected in the reactor using three 

injection diffusers. The reactor used in the tracer test was an open channel with three baffles. 

The geometry of the reactor is shown in Figure 2-3. The diffuser configurations will be 

discussed in the following section on pilot-scale tests. 

In the tracer tests, the reactor flow rate was 16 gpm and the diffuser flow rate, where 

tracer solution was injected, was 2 gpm. The pressure difference at individual openings due 

to the velocity head loss was neglected since the velocity head loss was small compared to 

the total water head (< 1%). Therefore, the injection velocity at individual openings for each 

multi-nozzle diffuser (three-bar or T-bar diffusers) was assumed to be constant. The process 

conditions of the tracer test are summarized in Table 2-3.  
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Table 2-3 Geometry and jet velocities for the reactor and diffusers 

 Number of 

nozzles 

Diameter of single 

nozzle (mm) 

Flow rate 

(m3/s) 

Velocity 

(m/s) 

Reactor inlet 1 51.0 1.009*10-3 0.49 

Cone diffuser 1 18.0 1.262*10-4 0.50 

Three-bar diffuser 15 4.0 1.262*10-4 0.67 

T-bar diffuser 8 6.0 1.262*10-4 0.56 

  

Pictures of the tracer spatial distribution were taken at 4 seconds time intervals using 

a digital camera (OLYMPUS C-2000Z). The flow field was allowed to reach steady state 

prior to injection of the dye. This steady state condition was achieved by injecting clear water 

through the diffusers for multiple residence times. The dye was then dumped into the tracer 

solution tank and mixed intensely prior to injection.  

 

2.2.3.3 Pilot-scale Test 

The experimental pilot scale setup is shown in Figure 2-3. In Figure 2-3, the main 

component of the pilot system was the baffled reactor.  Feed water containing residual 

chlorine from a chlorinated water tank was supplied to the inlet of the pilot-scale reactor. 

Water containing ammonia was pumped to the pilot scale reactor through the ammonia 

diffuser. The front views of the three-bar and T-bar diffusers and the side view of the cone-

diffuser are also displayed in Figure 2-3.  
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(a)  

 
(b) 

 

 
Figure 2-3 (a) The setup of pilot-scale test of the reactor and diffusers, (b) The dimensions of 

the pilot-scale reactor and diffusers (Unit: mm). 

Top View Side View
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The chlorine solution tank was filled with 16.40 m3 of source water. The source water 

was the city of Raleigh tap water, whose initial quality was shown in Table 2-2. The amount 

of ammonia hydroxide as ammonia and sodium hypochlorite were predetermined by bench-

scale tests and calculated on the basis of the molar ratio of Cl/N equal to 0.8 in the reactor. 

This Cl/N ratio guarantees monochloramine as the major component of chloramines solution 

(White, 1999). The chlorine solution was prepared using concentrated sodium hypochlorite 

solution (Buckman’s Inc). Ammonia solution was prepared using ammonia hydroxide 

solution (Fisher). To achieve maximum conversion from residual free chlorine to 

monochloramine immediately after injecting the ammonia solution, the pH of the chlorine 

and ammonia solutions was adjusted to 7.4 by the addition of hydrochloric acid (White, 

1999).  

The following procedure was used to set up each chloramines mixing experiment. 

2250 ml of 12.5 % NaOCl solution was added to the chlorinated water tank and mixed for 

two hours to achieve the total free chlorine concentration of 5 mg/l (as Cl2). 68.5 ml of 14.8 

mole/l NH3OH solution was added to the ammonia tank to achieve 7.82 mg/l as NH3-N, the 

amount necessary to produce the desired molar ratio of Cl/N in the reactor. After the 

premixing stage, the free chlorine residual and total chlorine residual in the chlorine tank 

were measured using a Chlorine Pocket Colorimeter (HACH, 46700-12). During the tests, 

the free chlorine concentration and pH values were frequently checked and found to remain 

constant.  

After the pretreatment step, the chlorinated water pump and ammonia feed pump 

were turned on and injection started. The flow condition of the pilot scale test was shown in 

Table 2-3. The apparatus was operated for two hydraulic residence times to achieve a steady 
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state flow field before sampling. Online measurement of the free chlorine concentrations was 

performed using the AccuChlor2 Residual Chlorine analyzer (GLI International Inc.), which 

is based on the EPA 815-B-97-001 amperometric test method. A SMART CHART IITM Data 

logger (DEVAR Inc.) was used to record the sampling data from the chlorine analyzer and 

transferred to an excel spreadsheet for analysis. Samples were taken at nine points in each of 

six sections shown in Figure 2-3. A total of 45-54 sampling points in the first channel of the 

reactor located upstream and downstream from the ammonia injection point were used to 

develop a spatial distribution of the free chlorine residual. In addition, the pH of the influent 

solution along with the inlet free chlorine concentration was measured at the beginning and 

end of the experiments.  In the pilot-scale test, the total chlorine was measured and checked 

by the HACH Pocket Colorimeter.  Samples were taken from each of the sections where the 

free chlorine residual was measured.  

 

2.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

2.3.1 Determination of Site-specific Kinetic Rate Constants 

Figure 2-4 displays the results from the bench-scale experimental test and the 

MATLAB chloramines kinetic model for the conditions to be used in the pilot-scale study. 

Literature rate constant values from Jafvert and Valentine (1992) and Vikesland et al. (2001) 

were initially used to simulate the experimental data. In Figure 2-4, the results show that the 

kinetic model (Table 2-1) was able to predict the chloramines formation in the bench-scale 

test under the site specific water quality and test conditions. As expected from the 

experimental test and model, mono-chloramine was found to be the dominant chloramines 
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species followed by di-chloramine. The amount of nitrogen tri-chloride was negligible.  The 

results also show that free chlorine was instantly converted to a stable combined chlorine 

concentration under this condition.  
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Figure 2-4 The result of bench-scale test and MATLAB model (Cl/N = 1.0, pH=7.4) 

 

Figure 2-5 displayed alternative Cl/N ratio and pH conditions to further demonstrate 

the applicability of Jafvert and Valentine’s rate constants for the source water used in this 

study. In Figure 2-5, the results show that Jafvert and Valentine’s chloramines kinetic model 

could consistently predict the result of total chlorine in the bench-scale test when the Cl/N is 

less than 1.0. The over prediction of the free chlorine residual (when Cl/N < 1.25) may be 

due to the limitation of the experimental instrument since the free chlorine residual should be 

completely consumed before the break point reaction occurs (when Cl/N = 1.5). According to 
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the User Manual of the Chlorine Colorimeter, the measurement for free chlorine 

concentration could be in error due to the existence of monochloramine when the free 

chlorine concentration is low. Moreover, the model under-predicted total chlorine 

concentration when Cl/N is equal to 1.25 (Figure 2-5 c, g, and k). This might also be due to 

the error from experimental instrument. Under this condition, the total chlorine concentration 

was found to be very sensitive to the initial ammonia concentration. However, the ammonia 

test kit used in this study has only the accuracy of 0.1 mg/l (i.e. the reading can only be 0.1, 

0.2 et al.). As a result, a slight error from the ammonia concentration estimation will cause 

the deviation of experimental results from the modeling results.  

The model was found to reasonably predict the free chlorine concentration while 

displayed a slight deviation for the total chlorine concentration when Cl/N is equal to 2.0, a 

result that may be explained by the lack of information about reaction products (Jafvert and 

Valentine, 1992). However, this effect may not be significant to the pilot scale study (where 

Cl/N = 0.8), since the total chlorine concentration was checked throughout the reactor and 

was found to be constant. Overall the model displayed a similar trend to experimental free 

chlorine and total chlorine concentrations under different pH values. As a result, the 

chloramines kinetic model with the literature rate constants in Table 2-1 were used in the 

CFD models to predict the spatial distribution of chloramines. 
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(b) 

Cl/N=1.0, pH=7
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(c) 

Cl/N=1.25, pH=7
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(d) 

Cl/N=2.0, pH=7
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(e) 

Cl/N=0.5, pH=7.5
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(f) 

Cl/N=1, pH=7.5
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(g) 

Cl/N=1.25, pH=7.5
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(h) 

Cl/N=2, pH=7.5
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(i) 

Cl/N=0.5, pH=8.0
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(j) 

Cl/N=0.8, pH=8.0
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(k) 

Cl/N=1.25, pH=8
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(l) 

Cl/N=2, pH=8
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Figure 2-5 The results of bench-scale test and MATLAB model:  
(a) Cl/N = 0.5, pH = 7.0, (b) Cl/N = 1.0, pH = 7.0, (c) Cl/N = 1.25, pH = 7.0,  
(d) Cl/N = 2.0,  pH = 7.0, (e) Cl/N = 0.5, pH = 7.5, (f) Cl/N = 1.0, pH = 7.5,  
(g) Cl/N = 1.25, pH = 7.5, (h) Cl/N = 2.0,  pH = 7.5, (i) Cl/N = 0.5, pH = 8.0,  
(j)  Cl/N = 0.8 , pH = 8.0, (k) Cl/N = 1.25, pH = 8.0, (l) Cl/N = 2.0,  pH = 8.0. 
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2.3.2 Flow Visualization of Ammonia Diffusers 

The results of the flow visualization tests and the corresponding CFD tracer 

simulations for the three diffusers are shown in Figures 2-6, 2-7, and 2-8. The dark-bounded 

areas correspond to a higher concentrated tracer solution, which enters the reactor through 

the diffusers. The CFD model was developed to simulate the tracer spatial distribution under 

the specified boundary conditions. The transient model was performed using the previous 

result of the steady state flow field. The time step was set to 1 second for all the transient 

models. Smaller time steps were also investigated, however, a 1 second time step was found 

to produce a numerically stable solution. The results in Figures 2-6 to 2-8 show that the CFD 

model of the tracer spatial distribution qualitatively matched the experimental pictures at the 

corresponding time.  

 

 

(a)          (b) 

                        
(c)          (d) 

                   
 

Figure 2-6 Results of tracer test and CFD simulation for cone diffuser: 

(a) tracer result at t = 6 s,        (b) tracer result at t =10 s, 

(c) CFD simulation at t = 6 s,  (d) CFD simulation at t = 6 s. 
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(a)          (b) 

                                   
(c)          (d) 

                  
 

Figure 2-7 Results of tracer test and CFD simulation for three-bar diffuser: 

(a) tracer result at t = 10 s,        (b) tracer result at t = 20 s, 

(c) CFD simulation at t = 10 s, (d) CFD simulation at t = 10 s. 

 

(a)          (b) 

                           
(c)          (d)         

                   
 

Figure 2-8 Results of tracer test and CFD simulation for T-bar diffuser: 

(a) Tracer result at t = 20 s,      (b) Tracer result at t = 32 s, 

(c) CFD simulation at t = 20 s, (d) CFD simulation at t = 32 s. 
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2.3.3 Analysis of Chloramines Reaction Pilot-scale Test   

Figure 2-9 displays a comparison of the free chlorine residual measurements from the 

three different diffusers shown in Figure 2-3. The data are reported as the normalized free-

chlorine residual concentration for both modeling and experimental results using the 

following equation:  

0C
CCN =                                                       (2-31) 

C is the measured or predicted value at that specific location and C0 is the concentration at 

the inlet, which was maintained at 5 mg/l (as Cl2) for all the experimental tests and models.  

Positions 2, 5, and 8 represent the central region of each section in the sampling locations 

(see Figure 2-3). The error bar represents the 95 percent confidence interval of the 

experimental results.  

As expected, the results in Figure 2-9 show that there was a reduction in the residual 

free chlorine concentration with downstream distance from the injection point. However, the 

decay of the residual free chlorine was slower than the experimentally determined bench-

scale result. One likely reason for this slower decay rate was due to the mixing limited 

condition, under which these fast chemical reactions were taking place. The results suggest 

that longer time was required for the ammonia and free chlorine clumps to mix and react for 

the cone-shape diffuser. 
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Figure 2-9 Comparisons of experimental free chlorine residual for the three diffusers: 

(a) Point 2; (b) Point 5; (c) Point 8. 
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Compared to the cone diffuser, the nozzle sizes of the three-bar and T-bar diffusers 

were relatively small, which displayed a clear impact on the mixing and reaction process 

performance. The same trend of improved mixing with a small injection nozzle size was also 

found in a study performed in an agitated loop reactor (Torbacke and Rasmuson, 2001). 

Torbacke & Rasmuson found that a higher mixing efficiency in a crystallization reaction 

could be achieved when the feed pipe diameter was reduced. Their research showed that the 

improved mixing with nozzle diameter was a characteristic feature of mesoscale mixing.  

The current pilot-scale results show that both micromixing and mesomixing may play 

an important role in the chloramines reaction process when diffuser type mixing 

configurations are used as low energy mixers. Due to turbulent eddies, chemical species 

clumps whose sizes were on the order of the nozzle diameter were disintegrated into smaller 

ones with the size comparable to the Kolmogorov length scale. This disintegration process is 

followed by the molecular diffusion and subsequent chemical reactions within the micro-

scale. As a result, chemical mixtures and reactions occur more rapidly with a smaller initial 

concentration length scale. The pilot scale results suggest that mesoscale mixing was 

enhanced with a smaller initial concentration length scale and multi-injection points.                            

Based on the spatial nozzle pattern for the three-bar compared to the T-bar, it was 

expected that the three-bar would achieve a faster rate of mixing. However, the results 

showed that the T-bar diffuser displayed a faster mixing rate than the three-bar diffuser. One 

possible reason was that the location of ammonia injection points for the T-bar diffuser was 

in the center line of the reactor inlet, which contained a higher concentration of free chlorine. 

In that region, the turbulent jet produced from the reactor inlet may have enhanced mixing by 

increasing the interaction rate between the ammonia clumps and free chlorine clumps. This 
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enhanced interaction rate was more pronounced with the T-bar diffuser since the initial 

clump size was smaller and that a majority of the diffuser nozzles was in the inlet jet 

centerline. As a result, more residual free chlorine was converted to chloramines species after 

reacting with ammonia. The impact of the background turbulent flow field will be 

investigated in Chapter 3 with the addition of a perforated baffle to reduce the extent of the 

inlet jet into the reactor.   

      

2.3.4 Evaluation of CFD Models 

Figures 2-10 to 2-12 display the free-chlorine residual measurements from the pilot-scale test 

and the corresponding CFD models for the cone-, three-bar-, and T-bar-diffusers, 

respectively. As can be seen in Figure 2-10, SFM significantly under-predicts the residual 

free chlorine and consequently over-predicts the formation of chloramines. In this study, 

SFM only incorporates convection and turbulent diffusion with the Magnussen’s eddy-break 

up approach to address the involvement of turbulent eddies in microscale mixing. As 

discussed earlier, mixing was likely the limiting factor for the chloramines chemical 

reactions thereby reducing the rate of residual free chlorine transformation to chloramines 

species. When MFM was used to model micromixing in the species transport/reaction 

equations, the CFD/MFM approach was generally able to improve the prediction of the 

residual chlorine concentration.  

The MFM approach assumed that during the injection process, clumps of ammonia 

were introduced into the surrounding solution of free chlorine when complete segregation 

prevails. Due to vortices stretching in the turbulent inertial subrange, the large concentrated 

clumps of ammonia were gradually disintegrated into smaller ones corresponding to the size 
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of the Kolmogorov length scale, thereby reducing the segregation scale (Brodkey, 1967). As 

the ammonia clump length scale approached the Kolmogorov length scale, the free chlorine 

solution was engulfed into a vortex tube of ammonia resulting in the formation of a lamellar 

structure. Between the interface of the pure ammonia layer and pure free chlorine layer, 

however, there were intermediate layers containing partially mixed ammonia and free 

chlorine, where the final level of mixing was carried out by molecular diffusion.  

In this chloramination reacting system, some of the reactions were instantaneous such 

as reaction 1.1 (see Table 2-1), where the kinetic rate was 1.5*1010 M-1h-1 at room 

temperature. Consequently, the formation of monochloramine was limited by the interaction 

rate between ammonia and chlorine species at the interface between ammonia and residual 

free chlorine clumps. The improved prediction of the MFM approach suggests that when 

incorporating the chloramines reactions pathway in Table 2-1 into a CFD model, it was 

important to characterize the additional mixing required to properly predict the interaction 

rate between unmixed clumps of free chlorine and ammonia. These clumps then react to form 

other chemical products outlined in Table 2-1.  
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Figure 2-10 Predicted free chlorine residual for the cone diffuser:   

(a) Point 2, (b) Point 5, (c) Point 8. 
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Figure 2-11 Predicted free chlorine residual for the three-bar diffuser:  

(a) Point 2, (b) Point 5, (c) Point 8. 
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Figure 2-12 Predicted free chlorine residual for the T-bar diffuser:  

(a) Point 2; (b) Point 5; (c) Point 8 
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The results in Figures 2-10 and 2-11 also show that there were regions near the top 

and bottom of the reactor test zone and near the reactor inlet, where the MFM approach did 

not characterize the residual free chlorine concentration. In Figures 2-10a, 2-10c, 2-11a, and 

2-11c, the experimental results in the upstream region showed a higher residual chlorine 

concentration than the model prediction. The experimental results clearly showed that 

ammonia must be present in this region since less than half of the inlet chlorine residual was 

measured. One possible reason for the model’s deviation from the experimental results was 

that the model predicted strong recirculation zones in the predicted flow field. Figure 2-13 

displays the chlorine residual contour plot and velocity vector for the three diffuser mixers. 

As shown in Figure 2-13, strong recirculation zones depicted above and below the diffusers 

were caused by the model’s prediction of a strong inlet jet that seems to engulf the diffuser 

region. These recirculation zones act to transport ammonia from the diffuser to zones 

upstream from the injection point thereby allowing reactions to occur and reduce the chlorine 

residual concentration. However, the higher experimental residual chlorine concentration at 

these upstream locations suggests that these recirculation zones may not exist to the extent 

predicted by the model.    

In Figures 2-10b and 2-11b, the model tends to significantly over-predict the 

remaining residual chlorine along the inlet centerline upstream from the injection point. This 

region coincides with the strong inlet jet in the model’s prediction as shown in Figure 2-13. 

In this region, the model seems to under-predict the amount of mixing that was actually 

occurring between ammonia and chlorine species. The upstream results in Figures 2-10b and 

2-11b may indicate that the entrainment of the ammonia clumps being recirculated was more 

efficient than what was described by the MFM approach. 
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In Figure 2-12, the results show that the MFM consistently over predicted the residual 

free chlorine for the T-bar diffuser. With the exception of some locations at the top region of 

the reactor (Figure 2-12a), the experimental results displayed a faster interaction rate between 

ammonia and chlorine clumps than the model’s prediction. As discussed in the previous 

section, the T-bar diffuser may be more influenced by its interaction with the inlet jet than 

the other injection diffuser configurations. Like the other diffuser configurations, the T-bar 

flow field (Figure 2-13 e) also shows a strong inlet jet that penetrates well into the reactor. As 

a result, the higher predicted residual chlorine concentration at the reactor centerline could 

further suggest an inaccurate prediction of how far the jet penetrated into the reactor. 

 

(a) 

 
 

(b)                                                                      
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(c)                                          

 
(d)                                                                       

 
(e)                                            

                            
(f) 

 
Figure 2-13 Results of velocity vector and contour plot for free chlorine residual: 

(a) velocity vector for the cone diffuser;   (b) contour plot for the cone diffuser;  
(c) velocity vector for the 3-bar diffuser; (d) contour plot for the 3-bar diffuser; 
(e) velocity vector for the T-bar diffuser; (f) contour plot for the T-bar diffuser. 
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Another reason for the over-prediction of the chlorine residual may be due to lack of 

information about the initial ammonia clump length scale in the model, which is one of the 

critical factors that influence the meso-scale mixing rate (Baldyga et al., 2001; Brodkey and 

Kresta, 1999). For the three diffusers, the eddy-dissipation time scale was used to describe 

the mixing rate with an assumption that the initial ammonia clump length scale was 

proportional to the largest turbulent energy-containing eddy length scale (i.e., integral length 

scale). For situations when a smaller concentration scale was introduced into large reactors, 

Baldyga et al. (2001) has shown that assuming the concentration scale was equivalent to the 

turbulent integral scale tends to over-estimate the mesomixing time scale and produce a 

smaller chemical reaction rate. This phenomenon becomes more important with increasing 

reactor sizes. The results shown in Figure 2-12 indicate that the initial ammonia clump size 

may be smaller than the turbulent integral scale for the T-bar diffuser, which results in the 

under-prediction of the mixing rate.  

 

2.4 CONCLUSION 

An initial study was performed to investigate the use of Computational Fluid 

Dynamics (CFD) for the analysis of ammonia injection methods to produce chloramines in 

water containing residual free chlorine. In this study, three types of jet diffusers (cone jet, T-

bar, and three-bar) were used to evaluate the robustness of CFD mixing models and to 

determine the mixing effect on the formation of chloramines. The flow-field and turbulence 

in the reactor was calculated using Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes Equation and the 

RNG ε−k  turbulence model. The chloramines kinetic model of Jafvert and Valentine (1992) 

was used to predict the fate of residual free chlorine. The transport and reaction of the 
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chemical species in the Jafvert and Valentine model were simulated using a single fluid 

modeling approach and a multi-fluid modeling approach. The multi-fluid modeling approach 

was used to investigate the impact of micromixing on the predicted residual chlorine 

concentration. The predicted chlorine residual was compared with experimentally measured 

chlorine residual at points upstream and downstream from the ammonia injection point.  

The experimental results showed that Three-bar and T-bar ammonia diffusers had 

better mixing performance than the cone-jet diffuser. These results confirmed that the 

utilization of smaller nozzle sizes as well as increasing the number of injection points can 

improve the mixing and reaction for static jets under specific flow rate conditions in this 

pilot-scale reactor.  

The numerical results showed that the single fluid modeling approach significantly 

over-predicted the formation of chloramines at both upstream and downstream locations 

from the ammonia injection point. Although the Magnussen approach for including the 

mixing rate as part of the overall reaction rate was included in the SFM approach, the results 

showed that it did not make a significant impact. The poor performance of the SFM approach 

was likely due to the additional mixing between clumps of ammonia and chlorine species at 

the meso- and micro- scales level that was not well characterized in the SFM approach. 

The CFD model with MFM approach was found to improve the prediction of the 

residual free chlorine concentration for the cone jet and three-bar ammonia diffuser cases. 

However, the CFD/MFM approach was found to over-predict the mixing and chemical 

reaction rate for the T-bar diffuser case. One possible reason for the MFM’s deviation from 

the experimental results could be due to the turbulence model selection. Consequently other 

turbulence models should be investigated. In addition, improvements in the MFM model 
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prediction for chloramines formation could be achieved by further refinement in the selected 

mixing time scale. Time scales such as the Corrsin time scale could be more appropriate 

since it incorporates both mesomixing and micromixing time scales. 
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3. 0  TURBULENT MIXING AND CHLORAMINES FORMATION 

 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

CFD chloramines kinetics model combined with a multi-fluid micromixing model 

(MFM) was developed to predict chloramines species spatial distribution in a pilot-scale 

reactor (Chapter 2). In the CFD chloramines model, the hydrodynamics was approximated by 

solving the equations of motion and the RNG ε−k turbulence model. The chloramines 

species concentrations were simulated using a species transport equation (SFM) and the 

MFM. The MFM is based on representing the fluctuations in turbulent flow as different 

fluids to help capture the influence of turbulent mixing on chemical reactions. 

In Chapter 2, an evaluation of the CFD models was performed using experimental 

measurement of free chlorine residual in a pilot-scale reactor. In the pilot-scale tests, 

ammonia was injected into water containing residual free chlorine using three types of 

ammonia diffusers (cone-, three-bar-, and T-bar diffusers). Free chlorine residual samples 

were taken and measured at different upstream and downstream locations from the ammonia 

injection point, and were compared with CFD modeling results. 

As discussed in Chapter 2, the CFD/SFM approach was found to significantly under-

predict the residual free chlorine for all three diffuser configurations, while the CFD/MFM 

approach was able to better represent the residual chlorine concentration for the cone jet and 

three-bar ammonia diffuser configurations. As shown in Chapter 2, the turbulent structure in 

the surrounding flow field also had a significant impact on the chloramines formation. In the 

upstream region from the injection point, the mixing was significantly influenced by a strong 

inlet jet which extended into the reactor and influenced the turbulent mixing around the 
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ammonia injection point. As a result, the T-bar diffuser showed a better performance for 

chloramines formation than the three-bar diffuser. The three-bar diffuser was expected to 

produce the best mixing since it has more spatially distributed injection points. In Chapter 2, 

the results showed that the mixing became more complex due to the jet effect, which lead to 

significant deviation between CFD modeling and experimental data for the T-bar diffuser 

case. As part of the present study, a baffle was placed at the inlet to reduce the mixing 

complexity associated with the inlet jet and evaluate the CFD/MFM approach for predicting 

chloramines formation for the three ammonia diffuser mixers in a uniform turbulent flow 

field.  

In Chapter 2, only the RNG ε−k  turbulence model was used to calculate the 

turbulent flow field. The results showed that the CFD model under-predicted strong 

recirculation zones and the strong inlet jet in the upstream region of the reactor for the T-bar 

diffuser case, which lead to over-prediction of residual free chlorine. Other two-equation 

turbulence models such as the standard ε−k  model and k-ω model have been suggested by 

researchers since they enjoy some advantages when applied to certain flow conditions. For 

example, the standard ε−k model is more accurate in wall boundary layer flows, 

recirculating flows, and jets (Rodi, 1980). The k-ω model can better reproduce flows with 

adverse pressure gradients and transient flows (Wilcox, 2000). Unlike the two-equation 

models, the Reynolds Stress Transport model (RSTM) has the ability to determine the 

Reynolds-stress tensors directly from the solution of differential transport equations as 

dependent variables. However, computations with RSTM are more expensive and 

numerically less stable, which limit its application to engineering problems. While the flow 

in an open channel reactor may be complex and may not be completely characterized by 
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these models, no study has been done to explore the influence of turbulence model selection 

in chloramines formation.  

In the CFD/MFM approach, the rate of interaction between clumps was characterized 

using the inverse eddy dissipation time scale. Under this scenario, clumps of species were 

brought together by the rate of rotation and stretching of the turbulent eddies. Researchers 

have proposed several mixing time scales to describe mixing in turbulent reacting flows. In 

the engulfment, deformation, and diffusion (EDD) model developed by Baldyga and Bourne 

(1999), the inverse Kolmogorov turbulent time scale was used to characterize the rate of 

engulfment and deformation of eddies within the viscous subrange of turbulence. Some 

researchers suggest that the Corrsin time scale may be more appropriate since it can reflect 

the contribution of both the initial concentration scale and molecular diffusion in mixing 

processes (Brodkey and Kresta, 1999). However, no research has been done to explore the 

impact of the selection of mixing time scales on the performance of the CFD chloramines 

kinetics model. 

 Due to the complexity of the turbulent mixing, Chapter 3 will focus on evaluating the 

impact of turbulence model selection and turbulent mixing time scale on the CFD/MFM 

chloramines model. The impact of these two parameters on the CFD/MFM approach will be 

compared to experimental measurement performed in the flow field developed in Chapter 2 

as well as a revised flow field that is produced using a perforated baffle to diffuse the inlet 

jet. 
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3.2 METHODOLOGY 

 

3.2.1 Turbulence 

Figure 3-1 displays the turbulent energy transfer process that occurs in a turbulent 

flow. In a mixing process that involves hydraulic jets, velocity gradients are introduced when 

the fast-moving stream is injected into the bulk flow. Turbulent energy is then produced and 

transferred from mean flow to large eddies due to the velocity gradient. The energy is further 

transferred to smaller size eddies in the cascade process due to eddy motion. The kinetic 

energy is dissipated into heat by viscous forces (Baldyga and Bourne, 1999).  

 

Figure 3-1 Turbulent energy transfer 

 

In order to compute the mean flow properties in a turbulent flow, turbulent models 

are needed for computing the Reynolds-stress tensor introduced in the Reynolds-averaged 

Navier-Stokes equations. Two-equation turbulence models use the Boussinesq eddy-viscosity 

approximation to compute the Reynolds-stress tensor as the product of an eddy viscosity and 

Large scale eddies 

Mean flow Cascade process DissipationProduction 

Small scale eddies 
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the mean strain-rate tensor (Wilcox, 2000). Because the two-equation turbulence models are 

able to predict the results for many flows reasonably well at low computer cost, they are the 

most widely-used models for engineers. In addition to the RNG ε−k  model used in Chapter 

2, the following turbulence models will be analyzed in Chapter 3: the standard ε−k model 

and the k-ω model. A description of these two models is provided in the following section. 

 

3.2.2 Two-equation Turbulence Models 

The standard ε−k model 

The standard ε−k model presented by Laundar and Spalding (1974) is the most 

popular two-equation turbulence model. The conservation equations of turbulence kinetic 

energy and energy dissipation rate are described as: 
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εν µ /2kCT =                                             (3-3)  

where ik  is turbulent kinetic energy, ε  is dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy, ν  is 

kinematic viscosity , and Tν is turbulent kinematic viscosity.  

The closure coefficients for the standard ε−k model are shown in Table 3-1. These 

constants were not optimized and are the original constants proposed by Launder and 

Spalding (1974). 
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Table 3-1 The coefficients for the standard ε−k model 

1εC  2εC  µC  kσ  εσ  

1.44 1.92 0.09 1.0 1.3 

 

The k-ω model 

As the ratio of k toε , the reciprocal of ω, is the time scale on which dissipation of 

turbulent energy occurs. The conservation equations of turbulence kinetic energy and specific 

dissipation rate are: 
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ων /kT =                                                                                                                              (3-6)     

The closure coefficients for the k-ω model (Wilcox 1988) are shown in Table 3-2. These 

constants were also not optimized.  

Table 3-2 The coefficients for the k-ω model (with high Reynolds number) 

CD α  β  *σ  σ  

0.09 0.56 0.075 0.5 0.5 

 

3.2.3 Turbulent Mixing Time Scale 

The process of turbulent mixing includes three stages: macromixing, mesomixing, 

and micromixing (Baldyga et al., 1997). Figure 3-2 displays the spatial concentration 
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variance distribution in a mixing process. In Figure 3-2, the inverse of k0C represents the 

initial concentration integral scale. The inverse of the Kolmogorov wave number, 1/kK =η , 

corresponds to the kinetic energy dissipation length scale. The inverse of the Batchelor wave 

number, 1/kB = Bη , is the smallest length scale for concentration variance dissipation.  

 

 

Figure 3-2 Concentration variance spectrum (with Schmidt number >> 1). 

 

During the inertial convective mesomixing process (k0C < k < kK), the concentration 

integral scale, CΛ , is reduced to the Kolmogorov length scale. The inertial convective 

mesomixing time scale describes the time necessary to decrease the clumps having an initial 

size of CΛ toη , which is defined as (Baldyga et al., 1997): 
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A is equal to 2 for fully developed turbulence. For a jet mixer, the initial concentration 

integral scale can be estimated as (Baldyga et al., 1997):  

un
Q

C π
=Λ 0                     (3-8) 

where Q is the flow rate of injection, n is the number of injection nozzles, and u is the 

maximum of either the injection velocity or the local circulation velocity (Jeurissen et al., 

1994).    

The size of the largest energy-containing eddy can be estimated by the turbulent 

integral length scale, which is defined as:  

ε

2/3kCL D=                     (3-9) 

where k is turbulent kinetic energy, ε  is turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate, and CD is 

an empirical constant (Baldyga and Bourne, 1999). In some studies (Forney and Nafia, 1998; 

Bakker, 1998; Bakker et al., 2000; Hjertager et al., 2000), the concentration integral scale 

was assumed to be equal to the turbulent integral scale when modeling chemical reactions. In 

this case, the eddy-dissipation time scale TED can be obtained by substituting Equation 3-9 

into 3-7, which is a popular method to describe the mesomixing time scale. 

ε
kAT mED =                             (3-10) 

mA  is an empirical constant that has been found to vary between 0.2 and 1 (Shirolkar et al., 

1996; Hjertager et al., 2000). In this study the value was set to 0.4. The eddy-dissipation time 

scale describes the time necessary to transfer the kinetic energy from the scale of L to the 

dissipation scale,η . The micromixing time scale (KOLM time scale, kK < k < kB) describes 
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the time necessary for the viscous dissipation of the turbulent kinetic energy and is defined as 

(Baldyga et al., 1997): 

2/1

3.17 





=
ε
ντ e                   (3-11) 

Researchers have used either the mesomixing or micromixing time scale to 

approximate the overall turbulent mixing time scale of the mixing process. However, 

chemical reactions may be influenced by both meso- and micromixing process (Baldyga and 

Bourne, 1999). Consequently, utilizing one or the other time scale described above may lead 

to an inaccurate prediction of chemical species distribution. Hjertager et al. (2000) found that 

the model with the eddy-dissipation time scale alone, failed to predict the reaction zone 

length in simulating an acid-base neutralization test. As an alternitive, the Corrsin’s time 

scale has been recommended since it incorporates information about the initial clump size 

and the viscous dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy (Brodkey and Kresta, 1999). Corrsin’s 

time scale (for Schmidt number >> 1) is defined as (Corrsin, 1964): 
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where Sc is the Schmidt number: 

D
Sc ν

=                    (3-13) 

where D is the molecular diffusivity of materials being mixed.  

The first term on the right hand side of Equation 3-12 corresponds to the mesomixing 

time scale while the second term represents the effects of molecular viscosity and diffusivity 

or the time necessary for viscous dissipation of the kinetic energy. In this study, Equations 3-
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11 (KOLM) and 3-12 (Corrsin) will be substituted into Equations (2-18, 2-23, and 2-26) and 

compared to results produced with Equation 3-10 (EDT).  

 

3.2.4 Pilot-scale Test for Baffled Reactor 

As shown in Figure 3-3, a baffle was placed just downstream of the reactor inlet to 

investigate an alternative background turbulent flow field that has a uniform flow compared 

to the un-baffled case that had a strong inlet jet. The procedure of the pilot-scale tests has 

been described in Chapter 2. 

 

Figure 3-3 The setup of pilot-scale test for the baffled reactor. 
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3.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

3.3.1. Impact of Turbulence Model Selection 

Figures 3-4 to 3-6 display the experimental free-chlorine residual measurements and 

the corresponding CFD models using different turbulence models (RNG ε−k , 

Standard ε−k , and k-ω) for the un-baffled cone-, three-bar-, and T-bar-diffuser mixing 

cases.           

In Figures 3-4 and 3-5, the results displayed no significant difference between the 

predicted free chlorine residual concentration using the RNG ε−k and standard ε−k  

turbulence models at position 5 while they displayed a small difference at positions 2 and 8 

for the un-baffled cone and three-bar diffusers. Although not shown here, the modeling 

results of the fluid mechanics showed that the inlet jet using the RNG ε−k turbulence model 

was found to penetrate slightly deeper into the reactor than the standard ε−k  turbulence 

model. This could be explained through the additional production term in the energy 

dissipation rate equation contained in the RNG ε−k model, which leads to the reduction of 

the dissipation level. Although the higher dissipation rate, produced by the standard ε−k  

turbulence model, increased the mixing rate due to smaller eddy dissipation time scale, the 

CFD/MFM with the RNG ε−k model still predicted faster chloramines formation than 

standard ε−k  turbulence model (Figures 3-4 and 3-5, a and c). The deeper jet penetration 

with the RNG ε−k model provided enhanced mixing for concentrated residual free chlorine 

to mix and react with concentrated ammonia. In Figure 3-6 (a and c), the un-baffled T-bar 

configuration did not display any significant difference at potions 2 and 8 between the 

standard ε−k  and the RNG ε−k  turbulence models since both models predicted the deep 
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jet penetration. As mentioned earlier, the deep jet penetration created strong recirculation 

zones at positions 2 and 8. In this un-baffled inlet case, the influence of the different 

dissipation levels predicted by these the two turbulence models might not be significant in 

this mixing process, since the macro-scale turbulent motion was not accurately characterized 

for the inlet jet. Consequently, the standard ε−k  turbulence model did not improve the 

CFD/MFM results in predicting the residual free chlorine compared to the RNG ε−k model 

for these reactor/diffuser configurations.  
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Figure 3-4 Predicted free chlorine residual with different turbulence models for the un-

baffled cone diffuser: (a) Point 2, (b) Point 5, (c) Point 8. 
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Figure 3-5 Predicted free chlorine residual with different turbulence models for the un-

baffled 3-bar diffuser: (a) Point 2, (b) Point 5, (c) Point 8. 
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      Figure 3-6 Predicted free chlorine residual with different turbulence models for the un-

baffled T-bar diffuser: (a) Point 2, (b) Point 5, (c) Point 8. 
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Overall, the CFD/MFM approach with the k-ω turbulence model did not perform well 

compared to the RNG ε−k model and standard ε−k  models. The k-ω model only displayed 

reasonable agreement at the downstream points 5 and 8 for the un-baffled cone diffuser 

(Figure 3-4). Significant deviation was noted for the un-baffled three-bar and T-bar diffuser 

configurations with the k-ω turbulence model. One possible reason for the k-ω turbulence 

model’s deviation might be due to the predicted flow field. Figure 3-7 displays the CFD 

prediction of the velocity vector profiles with the k-ω turbulence model for the three un-

baffled diffuser configurations. In Figure 3-7, the k-ω model predicts the location of the 

recirculation zone further upstream with a less penetrating inlet jet than the results predicted 

by the RNG ε−k  turbulence model in the un-baffled reactor case (See Chapter 2). The 

higher predicted residual free chlorine with the k-ω model was due to a lower interaction of 

the inlet jet with the different diffusers. The results clearly show that the turbulent mixing 

introduced by the interaction of the inlet jet with the diffuser is an important mixing process 

in the un-baffled case. Improper characterization of this interaction will reduce the modeling 

performance. Moreover, the recirculation zone, which is located further upstream, reduced 

the amount of ammonia transported upstream from the injection point. Consequently, the k-ω 

model predicted higher residual chlorine concentration at these upstream locations.  

The reason for the poor performance with the k-ω model may be due to the limitation 

of the Wilcox (1988) k-ω model.  In this study, the Wilcox (1988) version of k-ω model was 

used, since it is an option in the PHOENICS software. Researchers have found this version of 

the k-ω turbulence model to over-predict the spreading rate due to the lack of a cross 

diffusion term in ω equation compared to the ε−k  model (Wilcox 2000). As a result, the 

inlet jet penetration was under estimated since the effect of jet spread lateral at the inlet 
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region occurred over a short downstream distance than the standard ε−k  model and 

RNG ε−k  model. A more recent version of the k-ω turbulence model (Wilcox, 1998) could 

be used in future research to further address this issue. Higher order turbulence models such 

as the RSTM could also be evaluated in future research once the computing cost is further 

reduced due to enhancements in computer technology. Until such time, the standard ε−k  

model and RNG ε−k  model may be used in the CFD/MFM approach for the prediction of 

chloramines formation. 
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    (a) 

 

 

    (b) 

 

 

    (c) 

 

 

Figure 3-7 Results of velocity vector plot for free chlorine residual predicted using 

CFD models with the k-ω turbulence model: (a) velocity vector for the cone diffuser, 

(b) velocity vector for the 3-bar diffuser, (c) velocity vector for the T-bar diffuser. 
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3.3.2 Impact of Turbulent Mixing Time Scale 

Figures 3-8 to 3-10 display the free-chlorine residual measurements from the pilot-

scale test and the results of the corresponding CFD models with different turbulent mixing 

time scales (EDT, KOLM, and Corrsin) for cone-, three-bar-, and T-bar-diffusers, 

respectively.  In Figure 3-8, the CFD models with EDT and KOLM turbulent mixing time 

scales predict similar residual free chlorine concentration for the cone diffuser configuration. 

This result indicates that both the time to transfer turbulent energy from the energy 

containing eddies to the smaller dissipation scale and the time for the viscous dissipation of 

turbulent energy are equally sufficient to describe the mixing and chemical reaction between 

ammonia and free chlorine for this reactor/diffuser configuration. 
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  Figure 3-8 Predicted free chlorine residual with different turbulent mixing time scales for 

the un-baffled cone diffuser: (a) Point 2, (b) Point 5, (c) Point 8. 
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     Figure 3-9 Predicted free chlorine residual with different turbulent mixing time scales for 

the un-baffled 3-bar diffuser: (a) Point 2, (b) Point 5, (c) Point 8. 
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      Figure 3-10 Predicted free chlorine residual with different turbulent mixing time scales 

for the un-baffled T-bar diffuser: (a) Point 2, (b) Point 5, (c) Point 8. 
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However in Figure 3-8, the results show that the Corrsin time scale predicted a higher 

downstream residual free chlorine concentration for the cone diffuser case compared to the 

EDT and KOLM time scales. Consequently, the Corrsin time scale would predict slower 

mixing between free chlorine and ammonia for this diffuser configuration. The Corrsin time 

scale signifies the decay of turbulent energy from the clumps having an initial size of CΛ  to 

the energy dissipation scale. For the cone diffuser, the estimated 0CΛ  using Equation 3-8 is 9 

mm which may be greater than the turbulent integral scale L. Under this circumstance 

(i.e. 0CΛ > L), the ammonia clump size CΛ  will decrease from 0CΛ to L due to turbulent 

dispersion of larger clumps (Baldyga & Bourne 1999). The clump size reduction process is 

followed by the turbulent cascade for the concentration scalar and turbulent energy. In the 

present study, however, the Corrsin time scale (Equation 3-12) was computed using a 

simplified assumption that CΛ  is a constant with the value of the initial clump size 0CΛ  and 

the size changing process was neglected. As a result, the Corrsin time scale was over 

estimated, which lead to an over-prediction of residual free chlorine concentration for the 

cone diffuser configuration.  

Figure 3-9 displays that the KOLM turbulent mixing time scale predicted a higher 

downstream residual free chlorine concentration than the EDT time scale for the three-bar 

diffuser mixer case. Compared with the other two diffusers, the three-bar diffuser has a larger 

surface area. As a result, the viscous effect was enhanced by the interaction of flow field with 

solid boundary of the diffuser. Therefore, the KOLM time scale (Equation 3-11) is larger due 

to the increased viscosity, which results in slower mixing and chemical reaction. While the 
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Corrsin time scale predicted the greatest free chlorine residual for the cone diffuser, the 

opposite was true for the three-bar and T-bar diffuser configurations.  

In the three-bar and T-bar diffuser configurations, the Corrsin time scale predicted a 

lower residual free chlorine concentration than the EDT time scale (Figure 3-9). One possible 

reason for this reverse trend in time scales is that the estimated 0CΛ  value for the three-bar 

diffuser is 2 mm. Consequently, 0CΛ  may be smaller than turbulent energy integral scale L. 

When 0CΛ < L, the concentration integral scale, CΛ , will grow until it is comparable to 

turbulent integral scale, L, which then follows the turbulent cascade process. This clump size 

growing process follows the Richardson law (Baldyga & Bourne 1999), which describes the 

clump size evolution with time by analyzing relative motion of two marked particles using 

the Lagrangian method. Richardson law is described as follows using concentration integral 

scale CΛ : 

( ) 3/43/12

2
1

CC C
dt
d

Λ=Λ ε  ( CΛ = 0CΛ when t = 0)                        (3-14) 

C is a constant which depends on the length scales used to characterize diffusion (i.e. 

C=2.14 when CΛ  is a scalar cloud diameter) (Verschuren et al. 2002). In contrast to the cone 

diffuser case, using 0CΛ  to compute the Corrsin time scale without considering the size 

increasing process may result in under-estimating the mixing time constant and lead to faster 

mixing and chemical reaction for the three-bar diffuser case. The incorporation of Equation 

(3-14) into CFD model to calculate the Corrsin time scale might improve the modeling 

results, and could be investigated in future research. In both Figure 3-8 and Figure 3-9, the 
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KOLM and Corrsin time scales did not significantly improve the CFD/MFM prediction for 

the un-baffled cone and three-bar diffuser configurations.      

In Figure 3-10 the CFD models with the KOLM turbulent mixing time scale 

consistently over predicted the residual free chlorine for the T-bar diffuser as was the case 

with the EDT time scale. The reason for the over-prediction of the free chlorine residual may 

be due to the strong inlet jet predicted by CFD flow field (Chapter 2).  However, the results 

in Figure 3-10 did show that the Corrsin time scale improved the prediction for the 

downstream residual free chlorine concentration for the T-bar diffuser mixer. One reason for 

the improved prediction of the chlorine residual may be due to incorporation of the initial 

ammonia clump length scale in the model. In addition, the estimated 0CΛ  (3 mm) for the T-

bar diffuser may be comparable to turbulent integral scale ( 0CΛ ~L). Therefore, the constant 

0CΛ may be sufficient to compute the Corrsin time scale for the T-bar diffuser case since the 

concentration integral would follow the same process as the turbulent integral scale. In 

summary, the EDT and KOLM time scales could be used in the CFD/MFM approach for the 

prediction of chloramines formation when the estimate of 0CΛ using Equation 3-8 is different 

from the turbulent integral length scale. An empirical equation of L = 0.1LR could be used to 

estimate the turbulent integral scale for a jet reactor, where LR is the diameter of the reactor 

inlet (Wygnanski & Fielder 1969). The Corrsin time scale with a proper estimation of the 

concentration integral scale could be used to predict mixing when the initial clump size is 

comparable to turbulent integral scale.  
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3.3.3 Impact of Background Flow Field 

Figures 3-11 to 3-13 display the free-chlorine residual measurements from the pilot-

scale test and the corresponding CFD models for the baffled cone-, three-bar-, and T-bar-

diffuser cases, respectively. The RNG ε−k  turbulence model and two turbulent mixing time 

scales (KOLM and Corrsin) were used to simulate these reactor/diffuser configurations. 

Overall, the CFD/MFM model was better able to predict the downstream residual free 

chlorine concentration in the baffled configuration compared to the un-baffled configuration. 

The model’s agreement with the experimental results was consistent at all measurement 

points. There still remain some subtle differences between the experimental and modeling 

results as well as differences between the turbulent mixing time scales used. 
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      Figure 3-11 Predicted free chlorine residual with different turbulent mixing time scales 

for the baffled cone diffuser: (a) Point 2, (b) Point 5, (c) Point 8. 
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      Figure 3-12 Predicted free chlorine residual with different turbulent mixing time scales 

for the baffled Three-bar diffuser: (a) Point 2, (b) Point 5, (c) Point 8. 
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      Figure 3-13 Predicted free chlorine residual with different turbulent mixing time scales 

for the baffled T-bar diffuser: (a) Point 2, (b) Point 5, (c) Point 8. 
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In Figure 3-11, the CFD model with KOLM time scale predicted a slightly lower 

residual free chlorine concentration for the baffled cone diffuser than the Corrsin time scale. 

As discussed in the previous section, the Corrsin time scale was over-estimated using 

Equation 3-8 to compute initial ammonia clump length due to the larger ammonia nozzle 

diameter for the cone diffuser.  In Figure 3-12, the CFD model with KOLM time scale was 

found to predict a higher residual free chlorine concentration for the baffled three-bar 

diffuser than the Corrsin time scale. This lower residual free chlorine concentration with the 

Corrsin time scale could be due to the use of a constant initial concentration integral length 

scale that is smaller than the turbulent integral length scale for the three-bar diffuser case. In 

Figure 3-13, the CFD model with the Corrsin time scale displayed a slightly improved 

prediction of the residual free chlorine concentration than with KOLM time scale for the 

baffled T-bar diffuser. Again, this could be explained by the incorporation of an initial 

ammonia clump size that was closely approximated using Equation 3-8 for the T-bar nozzle 

diameter as well as the viscous dissipation time scale in the overall estimation of mixing time 

scale for the T-bar diffuser configuration.   

The effect of the turbulent time scales on the CFD/MFM approach was consistent for 

the baffled and un-baffled reactor configuration. The model with the Corrsin time scale was 

better suited for predicting the residual free chlorine for the T-bar diffuser case, while 

CFD/MFM model with KOLM or EDT time scales was better suited for predicting the 

residual free chlorine concentration for the cone and three-bar diffuser cases.  The results 

further indicate that the information of the concentration integral scale may be an important 

factor for modeling turbulent mixing for reactors utilizing jet/diffuser configurations. As 

indicated in the previous section, CΛ can be better estimated using a time dependent equation 
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such as the Richardson law where a simplified linear function is suggested when estimated 

0CΛ  using Equation 3-8 is less than L. The time dependent nature of CΛ  can be incorporated 

into the CFD/MFM model if performed as a transient simulation instead of the steady-state 

approach used here. However, a transient version of the models performed in this study 

would significantly increase the computational cost of the simulation. Verschuren et al. (2002) 

proposed incorporating the Richardson’s law in a steady state model by using the following 

equations: 

tCCC
3/13/2

0
3/2

3
2 ε+Λ=Λ                                                 (3-15)   

∫=
x

x

dx
U

t
0

1                            (3-16) 

where x is the axial distance from the injection point and Ux is the mean axial velocity from 

the injection point. Equation 3-15 describes the time depended solution to Equation 3-14 

while Equation 3-16 describes the time required for the characteristic length scale to grow to 

the size of the turbulent integral length scale. Verschuren et al. proposed Equation 3-16 to 

determine the spatial extent of Equation 3-15 for Richardson law inclusion into a steady state 

model of chemical mixing. However, Equation 3-16 assumes that convection of chemical 

clump occurs in one direction downstream from the injection point. This assumption may not 

be valid in 3-D flows such as in Figure 3-7 where the chemical clump convection can take a 

curvilinear path. Research would have to be performed to determine an approach to 

incorporate Richardson’s law into a steady state chemical mixing model when utilizing 

Equation 3-8 and the Corrsin time scale.  
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The success of the CFD/MFM model for the baffled reactor configuration indicated 

that the strong inlet jet had a significant impact on the models’ performance and the 

experimental results. The complex mixing pattern associated with the strong jet and the upper 

and lower recirculation zones made it difficult to describe numerically. Reducing this 

complex mixing effect with the perforated baffle allowed the model to better predict the 

experimental free chlorine measurement.  

  Although the CFD/MFM model’s performance was improved when predicting the 

chloramines formation in a uniform turbulent flow field, the CFD/MFM model was still 

inadequate at predicting the upstream residual free chlorine concentration for all three 

diffuser configurations. One explanation for this lack of modeling agreement in this region 

may be due to the limitation of the 5-fuild MFM. In reality, the local concentration variance 

displays a more continuous distribution due to complex turbulent structure over a large range 

of mixing length scales. A 5-fluid MFM may not be sufficient to characterize the complex 

mixture fraction in the present turbulent flow field. A finer discretization of the MFM 

approach such as a 10 or 30-fluid MFM should be explored to investigate its impact on the 

predicted chloramines formation. However, the MFM refinement study should be approached 

with care since the number of transport equations involved in the MFM increases accordingly 

and along with the computing cost.  

Another alternative to the MFM approach is to presume the distribution function 

(PDF) of the species concentration fluctuation in the turbulent flow. This type of model has 

been proposed by others (Baldyga & Bourne 1999), and is called turbulent mixer model. In 

the turbulent mixer model, the distribution of local concentration variance is represented 

using a Beta PDF, which incorporates the information of multi-scale (inertial convective, 
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viscous convective, and viscous diffusive, see Figure 3-2) mixing. The model is less 

expensive than a 30-MFM approach since only one transport equation is solved for each 

chemical species. While the Bata PDF turbulent mixer model may be less computationally 

expensive, it does suffer from the assumption that the concentration distribution will take the 

shape of a Beta distribution. The MFM approach does not suffer from this presumed PDF 

assumption as it uses turbulence to dictate the rate of interaction between clumps of chemical 

species and the resulting distribution of species concentration.  

 

3.4 CONCLUSION 

  A study has been performed to investigate the impact of turbulent mixing on 

chloramines formation when ammonia was injected in water containing residual free 

chlorine. In this study, the flow-field and turbulence in the reactor were calculated using the 

Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes Equation and turbulence model. Jafvert and Valentine’s 

(1992) chloramines kinetic model was used to predict the reaction between ammonia and free 

chlorine. The transport and reaction of the chemical species in Jafvert and Valentine’s model 

were simulated using a multi-fluid modeling approach to characterize the micromixing 

process between chlorine and ammonia clumps. Three two-equation turbulence models (the 

standard ε−k , RNG ε−k , and k-ω model) have been used to evaluate the impact of the 

turbulence model selection on chloramines formation.  

In addition, three turbulent mixing time scales (the eddy-dissipation time scale, 

Kolmogorov time scale, and Corrsin time scale) were investigated to analyze the sensitivity 

of the turbulent mixing time scale on the predicted residual free chlorine concentration. The 

predicted free chlorine residual was compared with experimentally measured free chlorine 
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residual in a pilot-scale reactor. The pilot-scale reactor was outfitted with and without a 

perforated baffle placed upstream from the ammonia injection point to investigate the impact 

of the background flow field turbulence on the chloramines formation. 

The CFD model with the standard ε−k or RNG ε−k  turbulence model was found to 

better predict the downstream residual free chlorine concentration for the three un-baffled 

diffuser configurations than the k-ω turbulence model. Moreover, the CFD model with the 

standard ε−k and RNG ε−k  turbulence models over-predicted the formation of chloramines 

at both upstream and downstream locations from the ammonia injection point for the un-

baffled T-bar ammonia diffuser case. The CFD model with the k-ω model was found to only 

predict the downstream residual free chlorine concentration for the un-baffled cone jet case. 

The poor performance of the k-ω turbulence model was due to under predicting the inlet jet 

penetration, a limitation of 1988 version of the model that was part of the commercial CFD 

code used in this study (Wilcox, 2000). Later modifications to the k-ω model may compare 

well with the prediction of the standard ε−k and RNG ε−k turbulence models, which were 

more suited for modeling chloramines formation in the reactor/diffuser configuration.  

The CFD/MFM model with EDT or KOLM time scale showed reasonable agreement 

with the downstream residual free chlorine concentration for the un-baffled cone jet and un-

baffled three-bar diffuser cases. The CFD/MFM with the Corrsin time scale over-predicted 

the formation of chloramines for the un-baffled cone diffuser case. The CFD/MFM with the 

Corrsin time scale under-predicted chloramines formation for the un-baffled three-bar 

diffuser case, while showed better agreement with the un-baffled T-bar diffuser case than the 

EDT or KOLM time scale.  
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When the CFD/MFM model was applied to the uniform flow field produced with the 

upstream baffle reactor configuration, the KOLM time scale agreed well with the cone- and 

three-bar diffuser configurations. However, the CFD/MFM with the Corrsin time scale was 

still better at predicting the downstream residual chlorine concentration than the KOLM and 

EDT time scales for the T-bar diffuser configuration. As discussed earlier, the incorporation 

of the ammonia initial clump size in the Corrsin time scale as well as the viscous dissipation 

time scale helped describe the overall mixing rate for the T-bar diffuser configuration.  

 Overall, the MFM approach has demonstrated promise in the utilization of an 

adaptive discrete distribution model to simulate micromixing for turbulent chemical reaction 

process as oppose to the turbulent mixer model that utilizes a continuous presumed 

distribution function. The CFD/MFM approach is the first model to characterize the fate and 

transport of the chloramines reaction species in a turbulent flow field. Designers and 

engineers will be able to use the information to better assess all the aspects of the 

chloramines formation and optimize the product conversion thus reducing capital and 

operational costs.  
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4.0  FUTURE WORK 

(1) The CFD/MFM approach with the Wilcox (1988) k-ω turbulence model did not properly 

characterize chloramines formation due to the predicted turbulent flow field for the three 

diffuser cases. A newer version of the k-ω turbulence model was developed with the 

modification in the coefficient of dissipation terms and displayed better performance in 

simulating free shear flows (Wilcox 1998). The incorporation of Wilcox (1998) version 

of the k-ω turbulence model into the CFD/MFM model should be investigated in future 

research. 

(2) The CFD/MFM approach was still not able to predict the upstream residual free chlorine 

concentration. One possible reason for the CFD/MFM’s deviation from the experimental 

results in this region may be due to the two-equation turbulence model’s limitation in 

complex turbulence environment that may be anisotropic. Consequently, higher order 

turbulence models should be investigated such as the Reynolds Stress Transport model 

(RSTM). The RSTM may be better equipped to solve complex turbulent structure 

problems by accounting for anisotropic effects into the stress transport equations (Wilcox 

2000). 

(3) The results of CFD/MFM with the Corrsin time scale showed that the incorporation of 

the concentration integral scale might be an important factor to improve the predicted 

mixing and chloramines formation for the T-bar diffuser case. However, 

misrepresentation of CΛ  has caused significant deviation between the modeling and 

experimental results for the three-bar and cone diffuser cases. More accurate estimation 

of the Corrsin time scale could be achieved by taking into account the time dependent 

nature of CΛ . The time-dependent CΛ  function can be incorporated into the CFD model 
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to improve the model’s prediction of chloramines formation. In addition, research should 

be performed to investigate alternative methods for incorporating Richardson’s law into a 

steady state flow field framework.  

(4) The CFD/MFM model with the finer descretization such as 10 or 30-fluid MFM could be 

used to predict chloramines formation in the future research. In addition, alternative 

micromixing models for the prediction of chloramines formation could be investigated 

such as the turbulent mixer model with a Beta PDF since it provides a more continuous 

distribution of the chemical species concentration fluctuation. 

(5) Disinfection by-products (DBPs) are formed when free chlorine is reacted with natural 

organic matter in drink water. Kinetics model has been developed by researchers to 

predict DBPs formation in drink water systems. However, no research has been done to 

investigate the micromixing efficiency effect on the DBPs formation. The CFD/MFM 

micromixing model could be used with the incorporation of DBPs formation kinetics to 

provide a promising numerical tool in evaluating the disinfection process performance 

while minimizing the formation of DBPs.   
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APPENDIX 
 

Example Q1 file: Flow Field using the RNG ε−k model for the 3-bar diffuser case 
 

TALK=T;RUN( 1, 1) 
  
 ************************************************************ 
   Q1 created by VDI menu, Version 3.4, Date 10/08/01 
 CPVNAM=VDI;SPPNAM=Core 
 ************************************************************ 
 IRUNN   =       1 ;LIBREF =       0 
 ************************************************************ 
  Group 1. Run Title 
 TEXT(No title has been set for this run.     ) 
 ************************************************************ 
  Group 2. Transience 
 STEADY  =    T 
 ************************************************************ 
  Groups 3, 4, 5  Grid Information 
    * Overall number of cells, RSET(M,NX,NY,NZ,tolerance) 
 RSET(M,105,62,84) 
    * Set overall domain extent: 
    *        xulast  yvlast  zwlast 
            name 
 XSI= 2.720000E+00; YSI= 4.500000E-01; ZSI= 5.400000E-01 
 RSET(D,CHAM    ) 
 ************************************************************ 
  Group 6. Body-Fitted coordinates 
 ************************************************************ 
  Group 7. Variables: STOREd,SOLVEd,NAMEd 
 ONEPHS  =    T 
    * Non-default variable names 
 NAME(149) =EPKE ; NAME(150) =PRPS 
    * Solved variables list 
 SOLVE(P1  ,U1  ,V1  ,W1  ) 
    * Stored variables list 
 STORE(PRPS,EPKE) 
    * Additional solver options 
 SOLUTN(P1  ,Y,Y,Y,N,N,Y) 
 TURMOD(KERNG) 
  
 ************************************************************ 
  Group 8. Terms & Devices 
 ************************************************************ 
  Group 9. Properties 
 SETPRPS(1, 67) 
 RHO1    = 9.982300E+02 
 PRESS0  = 1.000000E+05 
 TEMP0   = 2.730000E+02 
 CP1     = 4.181800E+03 
 ENUL    = 1.006000E-06 
 DVO1DT  = 1.180000E-04 
 PRT   (KE  ) =  7.194000E-01 ;PRT   (EP  ) =  7.194000E-01 
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 ************************************************************ 
  Group 10.Inter-Phase Transfer Processes 
 ************************************************************ 
  Group 11.Initialise Var/Porosity Fields 
 FIINIT(EPKE) =  1.000000E+00 
   No PATCHes used for this Group 
  
 INIADD  =    F 
 ************************************************************ 
  Group 12. Convection and diffusion adjustments 
   No PATCHes used for this Group 
 ************************************************************ 
  Group 13. Boundary & Special Sources 
   No PATCHes used for this Group 
  
 WALLA   = 2.250000E-04 ;WALLB  = 0.000000E+00 
 EGWF    =    T 
 ************************************************************ 
  Group 14. Downstream Pressure For PARAB 
 ************************************************************ 
  Group 15. Terminate Sweeps 
 LSWEEP  =    6000 
 RESFAC  = 1.000000E-03 
 ************************************************************ 
  Group 16. Terminate Iterations 
 ************************************************************ 
  Group 17. Relaxation 
 RELAX(P1  ,LINRLX, 3.000000E-01) 
 RELAX(U1  ,FALSDT, 5.000000E-03) 
 RELAX(V1  ,FALSDT, 5.000000E-03) 
 RELAX(W1  ,FALSDT, 5.000000E-03) 
 RELAX(KE  ,LINRLX, 3.000000E-01) 
 RELAX(EP  ,LINRLX, 3.000000E-01) 
 KELIN   =       3 
 ************************************************************ 
  Group 18. Limits 
 VARMAX(P1  ) = 1.000000E+03 ;VARMIN(P1  ) =-1.000000E+03 
 VARMAX(U1  ) = 1.000000E+00 ;VARMIN(U1  ) =-1.000000E+00 
 VARMAX(V1  ) = 1.000000E+00 ;VARMIN(V1  ) =-1.000000E+00 
 VARMAX(W1  ) = 1.000000E+00 ;VARMIN(W1  ) =-1.000000E+00 
 VARMAX(KE  ) = 1.000000E+02 ;VARMIN(KE  ) = 1.000000E-10 
 VARMAX(EP  ) = 1.000000E+03 ;VARMIN(EP  ) = 1.000000E-10 
 ************************************************************ 
  Group 19. EARTH Calls To GROUND Station 
 USEGRD  =    T  ;USEGRX =    T 
 GENK    =    T 
 ASAP    =    T 
 IENUTA  =       1 
 RADIA   = 0.000000E+00 ;RADIB  = 0.000000E+00 
 EMISS   = 0.000000E+00 
 ************************************************************ 
   
Group 20. Preliminary Printout 
 ECHO    =    T 
 ************************************************************ 
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  Group 21. Print-out of Variables 
 ************************************************************ 
  Group 22. Monitor Print-Out 
 IXMON   =      49 ;IYMON  =      28 ;IZMON  =      56 
 NPRMON  =  100000 
 NPRMNT  =       1 
 TSTSWP  =      -1 
 ************************************************************ 
  Group 23.Field Print-Out & Plot Control 
 NPRINT  =  100000 
 ISWPRF  =       1 ;ISWPRL =  100000 
   No PATCHes used for this Group 
 ************************************************************ 
  Group 24. Dumps For Restarts 
 NOWIPE  =    T 
  
 GVIEW(P,0.000000E+00,-1.000000E+00,0.000000E+00) 
 GVIEW(UP,0.000000E+00,0.000000E+00,1.000000E+00) 
  
> DOM,    SIZE,        2.720000E+00, 4.500000E-01, 5.400000E-01 
> DOM,    MONIT,       1.147100E+00, 1.192360E-01, 3.205730E-01 
> DOM,    SCALE,       1.000000E+00, 1.000000E+00, 1.000000E+00 
> DOM,    SNAPSIZE,    1.000000E-02 
> GRID,   RSET_X_1,    -32, 1.450000E+00 
> GRID,   RSET_X_2,    -63, 1.400000E+00 
> GRID,   RSET_X_3,    -10, 1.600000E+00 
> GRID,   RSET_Y_1,     -8, 1.500000E+00 
> GRID,   RSET_Y_2,      2, 1.000000E+00 
> GRID,   RSET_Y_3,     -8, 1.500000E+00 
> GRID,   RSET_Y_4,     -6, 1.500000E+00 
> GRID,   RSET_Y_5,      2, 1.000000E+00 
> GRID,   RSET_Y_6,     -6, 1.500000E+00 
> GRID,   RSET_Y_7,     -8, 1.500000E+00 
> GRID,   RSET_Y_8,      2, 1.000000E+00 
> GRID,   RSET_Y_9,     -8, 1.500000E+00 
> GRID,   RSET_Y_10,    -12, 1.800000E+00 
> GRID,   RSET_Z_1,    -14, 1.600000E+00 
> GRID,   RSET_Z_2,      2, 1.000000E+00 
> GRID,   RSET_Z_3,    -12, 1.600000E+00 
> GRID,   RSET_Z_4,      2, 1.000000E+00 
> GRID,   RSET_Z_5,     -5, 1.500000E+00 
> GRID,   RSET_Z_6,     -9, 1.400000E+00 
> GRID,   RSET_Z_7,      2, 1.000000E+00 
> GRID,   RSET_Z_8,      2, 1.000000E+00 
> GRID,   RSET_Z_9,    -12, 1.500000E+00 
> GRID,   RSET_Z_10,      2, 1.000000E+00 
> GRID,   RSET_Z_11,    -10, 1.700000E+00 
> GRID,   RSET_Z_12,      2, 1.000000E+00 
> GRID,   RSET_Z_13,     10, 1.500000E+00 
> DOM,    RELAX,       5.000000E-01 
  
> OBJ1,   NAME,        LWALL 
> OBJ1,   POSITION,    0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
> OBJ1,   SIZE,        2.720000E+00, 4.500000E-01, 0.000000E+00 
> OBJ1,   CLIPART,     cube11 
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> OBJ1,   ROTATION24,        1 
> OBJ1,   TYPE,        PLATE 
> OBJ1,   ADIABATIC,     0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
  
> OBJ2,   NAME,        EWALL 
> OBJ2,   POSITION,    0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
> OBJ2,   SIZE,        0.000000E+00, 2.250000E-01, 2.050000E-01 
> OBJ2,   CLIPART,     cube11 
> OBJ2,   ROTATION24,        1 
> OBJ2,   TYPE,        PLATE 
> OBJ2,   ADIABATIC,     0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
  
> OBJ3,   NAME,        OWALL 
> OBJ3,   POSITION,    0.000000E+00, 4.500000E-01, 0.000000E+00 
> OBJ3,   SIZE,        2.720000E+00, 0.000000E+00, 5.400000E-01 
> OBJ3,   CLIPART,     cube11 
> OBJ3,   ROTATION24,        1 
> OBJ3,   TYPE,        PLATE 
> OBJ3,   ADIABATIC,     0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
  
> OBJ4,   NAME,        WWALL 
> OBJ4,   POSITION,    2.720000E+00, 0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
> OBJ4,   SIZE,        0.000000E+00, 4.500000E-01, 5.400000E-01 
> OBJ4,   CLIPART,     cube11 
> OBJ4,   ROTATION24,        1 
> OBJ4,   TYPE,        PLATE 
> OBJ4,   ADIABATIC,     0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
  
> OBJ5,   NAME,        BAF 
> OBJ5,   POSITION,    0.000000E+00, 2.250000E-01, 0.000000E+00 
> OBJ5,   SIZE,        2.520000E+00, 0.000000E+00, 5.400000E-01 
> OBJ5,   CLIPART,     cube11 
> OBJ5,   ROTATION24,        1 
> OBJ5,   TYPE,        PLATE 
> OBJ5,   POROSITY,      0.000000E+00 
> OBJ5,   SIDE,        BOTH 
> OBJ5,   ADIABATIC_L,   0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
> OBJ5,   ADIABATIC_H,   0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
  
> OBJ6,   NAME,        INLET 
> OBJ6,   POSITION,    0.000000E+00, 8.700000E-02, 2.050000E-01 
> OBJ6,   SIZE,        0.000000E+00, 5.100000E-02, 5.100000E-02 
> OBJ6,   CLIPART,     cylinder 
> OBJ6,   ROTATION24,       24 
> OBJ6,   TYPE,        INLET 
> OBJ6,   PRESSURE,      0.000000E+00 
> OBJ6,   VELOCITY,      4.940000E-01, 0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
> OBJ6,   TEMPERATURE,   0.000000E+00 
> OBJ6,   TURB-INTENS,   5.000000E+00 
  
> OBJ7,   NAME,        OUTLET 
> OBJ7,   POSITION,    0.000000E+00, 2.250000E-01, 0.000000E+00 
> OBJ7,   SIZE,        0.000000E+00, 2.250000E-01, 5.400000E-01 
> OBJ7,   CLIPART,     cube12t 
> OBJ7,   ROTATION24,        1 
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> OBJ7,   TYPE,        OUTLET 
> OBJ7,   PRESSURE,      0.000000E+00 
> OBJ7,   TEMPERATURE,  -1.026000E+04 
> OBJ7,   COEFFICIENT,   1.000000E+03 
> OBJ7,   TURBULENCE,   -1.026000E+04,-1.026000E+04 
  
> OBJ8,   NAME,        EWALL2 
> OBJ8,   POSITION,    0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00, 2.560000E-01 
> OBJ8,   SIZE,        0.000000E+00, 2.250000E-01, 2.840000E-01 
> OBJ8,   CLIPART,     cube11 
> OBJ8,   ROTATION24,        1 
> OBJ8,   TYPE,        PLATE 
> OBJ8,   ADIABATIC,     0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
  
> OBJ9,   NAME,        EWALL3 
> OBJ9,   POSITION,    0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00, 2.050000E-01 
> OBJ9,   SIZE,        0.000000E+00, 8.700000E-02, 5.100000E-02 
> OBJ9,   CLIPART,     cube11 
> OBJ9,   ROTATION24,        1 
> OBJ9,   TYPE,        PLATE 
> OBJ9,   ADIABATIC,     0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
  
> OBJ10,  NAME,        EWALL4 
> OBJ10,  POSITION,    0.000000E+00, 1.380000E-01, 2.050000E-01 
> OBJ10,  SIZE,        0.000000E+00, 8.700000E-02, 5.100000E-02 
> OBJ10,  CLIPART,     cube11 
> OBJ10,  ROTATION24,        1 
> OBJ10,  TYPE,        PLATE 
> OBJ10,  ADIABATIC,     0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
  
> OBJ11,  NAME,        IWALL 
> OBJ11,  POSITION,    0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
> OBJ11,  SIZE,        2.720000E+00, 0.000000E+00, 5.400000E-01 
> OBJ11,  CLIPART,     cube11 
> OBJ11,  ROTATION24,        1 
> OBJ11,  GRID,        2.000000E+00 
> OBJ11,  TYPE,        PLATE 
> OBJ11,  ADIABATIC,     0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
  
> OBJ12,  NAME,        PIPE1 
> OBJ12,  POSITION,    7.770000E-01, 3.200000E-02, 5.700000E-02 
> OBJ12,  SIZE,        2.200000E-02, 2.200000E-02, 4.180000E-01 
> OBJ12,  CLIPART,     cylinder 
> OBJ12,  ROTATION24,        1 
> OBJ12,  GRID,        2.000000E+00 
> OBJ12,  TYPE,        BLOCKAGE 
> OBJ12,  MATERIAL,      198 
> OBJ12,  ADIABATIC_W,   0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
> OBJ12,  ADIABATIC_E,   0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
> OBJ12,  ADIABATIC_S,   0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
> OBJ12,  ADIABATIC_N,   0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
> OBJ12,  ADIABATIC_L,   0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
> OBJ12,  ADIABATIC_H,   0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
  
> OBJ13,  NAME,        PIPE2 
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> OBJ13,  POSITION,    7.770000E-01, 1.020000E-01, 5.700000E-02 
> OBJ13,  SIZE,        2.200000E-02, 2.200000E-02, 4.730000E-01 
> OBJ13,  CLIPART,     cylinder 
> OBJ13,  ROTATION24,        1 
> OBJ13,  GRID,        2.000000E+00 
> OBJ13,  TYPE,        BLOCKAGE 
> OBJ13,  MATERIAL,      198 
> OBJ13,  ADIABATIC_W,   0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
> OBJ13,  ADIABATIC_E,   0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
> OBJ13,  ADIABATIC_S,   0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
> OBJ13,  ADIABATIC_N,   0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
> OBJ13,  ADIABATIC_L,   0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
> OBJ13,  ADIABATIC_H,   0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
  
> OBJ14,  NAME,        PIPE3 
> OBJ14,  POSITION,    7.770000E-01, 1.720000E-01, 5.700000E-02 
> OBJ14,  SIZE,        2.200000E-02, 2.200000E-02, 4.180000E-01 
> OBJ14,  CLIPART,     cylinder 
> OBJ14,  ROTATION24,        1 
> OBJ14,  GRID,        2.000000E+00 
> OBJ14,  TYPE,        BLOCKAGE 
> OBJ14,  MATERIAL,      198 
> OBJ14,  ADIABATIC_W,   0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
> OBJ14,  ADIABATIC_E,   0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
> OBJ14,  ADIABATIC_S,   0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
> OBJ14,  ADIABATIC_N,   0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
> OBJ14,  ADIABATIC_L,   0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
> OBJ14,  ADIABATIC_H,   0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
  
> OBJ15,  NAME,        HPIPE1 
> OBJ15,  POSITION,    7.730000E-01, 3.200000E-02, 4.200000E-02 
> OBJ15,  SIZE,        2.900000E-02, 1.620000E-01, 2.900000E-02 
> OBJ15,  CLIPART,     cylinder 
> OBJ15,  ROTATION24,       19 
> OBJ15,  GRID,        2.000000E+00 
> OBJ15,  TYPE,        BLOCKAGE 
> OBJ15,  MATERIAL,      198 
> OBJ15,  ADIABATIC_W,   0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
> OBJ15,  ADIABATIC_E,   0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
> OBJ15,  ADIABATIC_S,   0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
> OBJ15,  ADIABATIC_N,   0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
> OBJ15,  ADIABATIC_L,   0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
> OBJ15,  ADIABATIC_H,   0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
  
> OBJ16,  NAME,        HPIPE2 
> OBJ16,  POSITION,    7.730000E-01, 3.200000E-02, 4.600000E-01 
> OBJ16,  SIZE,        2.900000E-02, 1.620000E-01, 2.900000E-02 
> OBJ16,  CLIPART,     cylinder 
> OBJ16,  ROTATION24,       19 
> OBJ16,  GRID,        2.000000E+00 
> OBJ16,  TYPE,        BLOCKAGE 
> OBJ16,  MATERIAL,      198 
> OBJ16,  ADIABATIC_W,   0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
> OBJ16,  ADIABATIC_E,   0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
> OBJ16,  ADIABATIC_S,   0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
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> OBJ16,  ADIABATIC_N,   0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
> OBJ16,  ADIABATIC_L,   0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
> OBJ16,  ADIABATIC_H,   0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
  
> OBJ17,  NAME,        IN1 
> OBJ17,  POSITION,    7.990000E-01, 4.100000E-02, 9.200000E-02 
> OBJ17,  SIZE,        0.000000E+00, 4.000000E-03, 4.000000E-03 
> OBJ17,  CLIPART,     cylinder 
> OBJ17,  ROTATION24,       24 
> OBJ17,  TYPE,        INLET 
> OBJ17,  PRESSURE,      0.000000E+00 
> OBJ17,  VELOCITY,      6.690000E-01, 0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
> OBJ17,  TEMPERATURE,   0.000000E+00 
> OBJ17,  TURB-INTENS,   5.000000E+00 
> OBJ17,  OBJECT-SIDE,   1.000000E+00 
  
> OBJ18,  NAME,        IN2 
> OBJ18,  POSITION,    7.990000E-01, 1.110000E-01, 9.200000E-02 
> OBJ18,  SIZE,        0.000000E+00, 4.000000E-03, 4.000000E-03 
> OBJ18,  CLIPART,     cylinder 
> OBJ18,  ROTATION24,       24 
> OBJ18,  TYPE,        INLET 
> OBJ18,  PRESSURE,      0.000000E+00 
> OBJ18,  VELOCITY,      6.690000E-01, 0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
> OBJ18,  TEMPERATURE,   0.000000E+00 
> OBJ18,  TURB-INTENS,   5.000000E+00 
> OBJ18,  OBJECT-SIDE,   1.000000E+00 
  
> OBJ19,  NAME,        IN3 
> OBJ19,  POSITION,    7.990000E-01, 1.810000E-01, 9.200000E-02 
> OBJ19,  SIZE,        0.000000E+00, 4.000000E-03, 4.000000E-03 
> OBJ19,  CLIPART,     cylinder 
> OBJ19,  ROTATION24,       24 
> OBJ19,  TYPE,        INLET 
> OBJ19,  PRESSURE,      0.000000E+00 
> OBJ19,  VELOCITY,      6.690000E-01, 0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
> OBJ19,  TEMPERATURE,   0.000000E+00 
> OBJ19,  TURB-INTENS,   5.000000E+00 
> OBJ19,  OBJECT-SIDE,   1.000000E+00 
  
> OBJ20,  NAME,        IN4 
> OBJ20,  POSITION,    7.990000E-01, 4.100000E-02, 1.770000E-01 
> OBJ20,  SIZE,        0.000000E+00, 4.000000E-03, 4.000000E-03 
> OBJ20,  CLIPART,     cylinder 
> OBJ20,  ROTATION24,       24 
> OBJ20,  TYPE,        INLET 
> OBJ20,  PRESSURE,      0.000000E+00 
> OBJ20,  VELOCITY,      6.690000E-01, 0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
> OBJ20,  TEMPERATURE,   0.000000E+00 
> OBJ20,  TURB-INTENS,   5.000000E+00 
> OBJ20,  OBJECT-SIDE,   1.000000E+00 
  
> OBJ21,  NAME,        IN5 
> OBJ21,  POSITION,    7.990000E-01, 4.100000E-02, 2.620000E-01 
> OBJ21,  SIZE,        0.000000E+00, 4.000000E-03, 4.000000E-03 
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> OBJ21,  CLIPART,     cylinder 
> OBJ21,  ROTATION24,       24 
> OBJ21,  TYPE,        INLET 
> OBJ21,  PRESSURE,      0.000000E+00 
> OBJ21,  VELOCITY,      6.690000E-01, 0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
> OBJ21,  TEMPERATURE,   0.000000E+00 
> OBJ21,  TURB-INTENS,   5.000000E+00 
> OBJ21,  OBJECT-SIDE,   1.000000E+00 
  
> OBJ22,  NAME,        IN6 
> OBJ22,  POSITION,    7.990000E-01, 4.100000E-02, 3.470000E-01 
> OBJ22,  SIZE,        0.000000E+00, 4.000000E-03, 4.000000E-03 
> OBJ22,  CLIPART,     cylinder 
> OBJ22,  ROTATION24,       24 
> OBJ22,  TYPE,        INLET 
> OBJ22,  PRESSURE,      0.000000E+00 
> OBJ22,  VELOCITY,      6.690000E-01, 0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
> OBJ22,  TEMPERATURE,   0.000000E+00 
> OBJ22,  TURB-INTENS,   5.000000E+00 
> OBJ22,  OBJECT-SIDE,   1.000000E+00 
  
> OBJ23,  NAME,        IN7 
> OBJ23,  POSITION,    7.990000E-01, 4.100000E-02, 4.320000E-01 
> OBJ23,  SIZE,        0.000000E+00, 4.000000E-03, 4.000000E-03 
> OBJ23,  CLIPART,     cylinder 
> OBJ23,  ROTATION24,       24 
> OBJ23,  TYPE,        INLET 
> OBJ23,  PRESSURE,      0.000000E+00 
> OBJ23,  VELOCITY,      6.690000E-01, 0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
> OBJ23,  TEMPERATURE,   0.000000E+00 
> OBJ23,  TURB-INTENS,   5.000000E+00 
> OBJ23,  OBJECT-SIDE,   1.000000E+00 
  
> OBJ24,  NAME,        IN8 
> OBJ24,  POSITION,    7.990000E-01, 1.110000E-01, 1.770000E-01 
> OBJ24,  SIZE,        0.000000E+00, 4.000000E-03, 4.000000E-03 
> OBJ24,  CLIPART,     cylinder 
> OBJ24,  ROTATION24,       24 
> OBJ24,  TYPE,        INLET 
> OBJ24,  PRESSURE,      0.000000E+00 
> OBJ24,  VELOCITY,      6.690000E-01, 0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
> OBJ24,  TEMPERATURE,   0.000000E+00 
> OBJ24,  TURB-INTENS,   5.000000E+00 
> OBJ24,  OBJECT-SIDE,   1.000000E+00 
  
> OBJ25,  NAME,        IN9 
> OBJ25,  POSITION,    7.990000E-01, 1.110000E-01, 2.620000E-01 
> OBJ25,  SIZE,        0.000000E+00, 4.000000E-03, 4.000000E-03 
> OBJ25,  CLIPART,     cylinder 
> OBJ25,  ROTATION24,       24 
> OBJ25,  TYPE,        INLET 
> OBJ25,  PRESSURE,      0.000000E+00 
> OBJ25,  VELOCITY,      6.690000E-01, 0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
> OBJ25,  TEMPERATURE,   0.000000E+00 
> OBJ25,  TURB-INTENS,   5.000000E+00 
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> OBJ25,  OBJECT-SIDE,   1.000000E+00 
  
> OBJ26,  NAME,        IN10 
> OBJ26,  POSITION,    7.990000E-01, 1.110000E-01, 3.470000E-01 
> OBJ26,  SIZE,        0.000000E+00, 4.000000E-03, 4.000000E-03 
> OBJ26,  CLIPART,     cylinder 
> OBJ26,  ROTATION24,       24 
> OBJ26,  TYPE,        INLET 
> OBJ26,  PRESSURE,      0.000000E+00 
> OBJ26,  VELOCITY,      6.690000E-01, 0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
> OBJ26,  TEMPERATURE,   0.000000E+00 
> OBJ26,  TURB-INTENS,   5.000000E+00 
> OBJ26,  OBJECT-SIDE,   1.000000E+00 
  
> OBJ27,  NAME,        IN11 
> OBJ27,  POSITION,    7.990000E-01, 1.110000E-01, 4.320000E-01 
> OBJ27,  SIZE,        0.000000E+00, 4.000000E-03, 4.000000E-03 
> OBJ27,  CLIPART,     cylinder 
> OBJ27,  ROTATION24,       24 
> OBJ27,  TYPE,        INLET 
> OBJ27,  PRESSURE,      0.000000E+00 
> OBJ27,  VELOCITY,      6.690000E-01, 0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
> OBJ27,  TEMPERATURE,   0.000000E+00 
> OBJ27,  TURB-INTENS,   5.000000E+00 
> OBJ27,  OBJECT-SIDE,   1.000000E+00 
  
> OBJ28,  NAME,        IN12 
> OBJ28,  POSITION,    7.990000E-01, 1.810000E-01, 1.770000E-01 
> OBJ28,  SIZE,        0.000000E+00, 4.000000E-03, 4.000000E-03 
> OBJ28,  CLIPART,     cylinder 
> OBJ28,  ROTATION24,       24 
> OBJ28,  TYPE,        INLET 
> OBJ28,  PRESSURE,      0.000000E+00 
> OBJ28,  VELOCITY,      6.690000E-01, 0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
> OBJ28,  TEMPERATURE,   0.000000E+00 
> OBJ28,  TURB-INTENS,   5.000000E+00 
> OBJ28,  OBJECT-SIDE,   1.000000E+00 
  
> OBJ29,  NAME,        IN13 
> OBJ29,  POSITION,    7.990000E-01, 1.810000E-01, 2.620000E-01 
> OBJ29,  SIZE,        0.000000E+00, 4.000000E-03, 4.000000E-03 
> OBJ29,  CLIPART,     cylinder 
> OBJ29,  ROTATION24,       24 
> OBJ29,  TYPE,        INLET 
> OBJ29,  PRESSURE,      0.000000E+00 
> OBJ29,  VELOCITY,      6.690000E-01, 0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
> OBJ29,  TEMPERATURE,   0.000000E+00 
> OBJ29,  TURB-INTENS,   5.000000E+00 
> OBJ29,  OBJECT-SIDE,   1.000000E+00 
  
> OBJ30,  NAME,        IN14 
> OBJ30,  POSITION,    7.990000E-01, 1.810000E-01, 3.470000E-01 
> OBJ30,  SIZE,        0.000000E+00, 4.000000E-03, 4.000000E-03 
> OBJ30,  CLIPART,     cylinder 
> OBJ30,  ROTATION24,       24 
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> OBJ30,  TYPE,        INLET 
> OBJ30,  PRESSURE,      0.000000E+00 
> OBJ30,  VELOCITY,      6.690000E-01, 0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
> OBJ30,  TEMPERATURE,   0.000000E+00 
> OBJ30,  TURB-INTENS,   5.000000E+00 
> OBJ30,  OBJECT-SIDE,   1.000000E+00 
  
> OBJ31,  NAME,        IN15 
> OBJ31,  POSITION,    7.990000E-01, 1.810000E-01, 4.320000E-01 
> OBJ31,  SIZE,        0.000000E+00, 4.000000E-03, 4.000000E-03 
> OBJ31,  CLIPART,     cylinder 
> OBJ31,  ROTATION24,       24 
> OBJ31,  TYPE,        INLET 
> OBJ31,  PRESSURE,      0.000000E+00 
> OBJ31,  VELOCITY,      6.690000E-01, 0.000000E+00, 0.000000E+00 
> OBJ31,  TEMPERATURE,   0.000000E+00 
> OBJ31,  TURB-INTENS,   5.000000E+00 
> OBJ31,  OBJECT-SIDE,   1.000000E+00 
STOP 
 


